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Greek life sanctioned
BY SHARON SCHIFE
NEWS EDITOR

JMU's 22 social fraternities
and sororities are in the process
of resolving risk management violations which include infractions
regarding insurance policies and
alcohol from the spring semester.
Mike Citru, coordinator of student organization services for fraternity/sorority life, and Kristin
Muncy, director of the university
unions for student organization services said they received information
of these violations during the summer from a campus fnend. Muncy
said they pursued the concern and
then addressed the issue to all 22
chapters.
Some of the violations included underage drinking, providing
alcohol and failure to use guest
lists and wrists bands. While the
occurrences can not be directed at
specific organizations, all fraternities and soronhes are working

together to create clearer guidelines in order to prevent similar
violations in the future.
Muncy said mistakes were
made, however all members have
been made aware of the situation.
"Some groups made mistakes, they
are acknowledging them and making changes," Muncy said. They
are on the right track and I am
pleased with the group."
Citro and Muncy are working
together with all of the social fraternities and sororities to remedy
the problem. Citro and Muncy said
they want to have the presidents of
each chapter work witn one another to address the specific violations
and create uniformed sanctions
that can apply to all the chapters.
"Chapters will come together,"
Citro said.
A statement released by Citro
and Muncy said all violators
will be held responsible for their
actions. As a result of the violations, student organization servicr

es has imposed sanctions. These
sanctions include social suspension until Oct. I, educational proSams, research projects as well as
e creation of an alumni advisory
committee for chapters that don't
already have one.
According to Citro's and
Muncy's statement, "It has been
made explicitly clear to the fraternities and sororities that they will be
held accountable for their actions
and any subsequent violation of
their national or campus policies."
The statement-also included
CtaO^ and Muncy's vision for
Greek life on JMU's campus. "Our
goal is to promote and advance a
fraternity and sorority community
that embraces and models the convalues of leadership, scholarship,
service and character."
Mark Wamer, senior vice president of student affairs and university planning expressed concern
see GREEK, page 7

FVAN DYSON, uaff photographer
Social fraternities and sororities are under social suspension until the first of October

New laws
aim at
underaged

Ministry finds
new director
BY KATIE O'DOWD
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A series of new laws regarding underage drinking were passed by the 2005
Virginia General Assembly, and have been
in effect since July 1.
The first law, which refers to underage
dnnking and the possession of alcohol,
states that any person under 21 who consumes, obtains, possesses or purchases
alcohol will be charged with a class one
misdemeanor. If found guilty, the person
will be required to pay a minimum fine of
$300, perform a minimum of 50 hours of
community service, and may have his or
her driver's license suspended for up to
one year.
If a person assists in providing alcohol
to an underage person, he or she will also
be charged with a class one misdemeanor
and may have his or her driver's license
suspended for up to one year.
The second law specifically mentions
underage alcohol purchase. If a person purchases alcohol for someone who is underage, intoxicated or interdicted and is convicted, the person's driver's license may be
suspended for up to one year as well.
These new laws, along with other alcohol related sanctions that have been passed
by the Virginia General Assembly in past
years, have encouraged various groups
at JMU and in Harrisonburg to educate
people of all ages about the different laws,
alcohol abuse and its prevention.
The Harrisonburg Police Department
has been holding a program in Harrisonburg
schools called "Class Action," a state program where police officers will educate
high school and middle schools students
about certain laws that apply to that age
group, it. Kurt Boshart of Harrisonburg
Police said as the laws change, the program
gets modified.
"It has pretty good effects," Boshart
said.
Boshart pointed out that people need
to look at what is causing the General
Assembly to pass stricter laws regarding
alcohol. Once the causes are discovered,
then the laws may be more effective.
"Alcohol laws and penalties are a serious issue," Boshart said. However, Boshart
said there have not been as many alcoholrelated charges as in previous years.
Groups on campus, such as reality
educators advocating campus health, or
the R.E.A.C.H. program, has been holding
peer-to-peer educational programs on a
wide range of subjects, including alcohol
awareness. Kristin Gardner, coordinator
for peer programs at the University Health
Center, said, "Peer-to-peer education is
very effective/'
R.E.A.C.H.'s biggest program of the
year, The Duke is Right, specifically provides knowledge about alcohol awareness
to first year students during orientation.
"We provide them with the tools for them
to make safe and healthy decisions, and
find the appropriate resource," Gardner
said. R.E.A.C.H. also holds an alcohol
awareness program every semester for
GK1N 100 classes, and attempts to hold a
few passport events.
The Community Coalition on Alcohol
Abuse is another group that works within
JMU and Harrisonburg to educate people on alcohol abuse and its prevention.
Hillary Wing-Richards, a co-cnair of the
Coalition, said the Coalition's members get
involved with anything to do with alcohol
see LAWS, page 7

There is a friendly new face at the Catholic Campus Ministry
this year.
Megan Thomas became the director of the Catholic Campus
Ministry on Aug. 1, replacing Father John Grace.
Father John served as a priest and campus minister for
16 years, working with JMU students to develop a positive
Catholic organization devoted to community service and student leadership.
"Father John really understood JMU and it was fun to work
with someone who knew more about the school than I did," said
junior Matt Arduini, student campus minister at CCM.
The current organization and structure of CCM can be traced
to Father John. "CCM is a fun blend of structure and flexibility,"
Arduini said. "He had a lot of input, but it wasn't all about him.
He understood what student leadership is all about."
Thomas met Father John at the Campus Ministry Leadership
Institute conference in 2004 and worked on his team for the 2005
conference. Father John approached Thomas about filling his
vacancy at JMU.
"[Father John and Thomas) are so different. But they both
know what's going on — their vision is dear"
Raised Presbyterian in Gochen, Indiana, Thomas converted
to Catholicism as an undergraduate at the University of Notre
Dame. She quickly became involved in the Catholic Campus
Ministry at Notre Dame, accepting a staff position after graduation in 2004. Thomas helped run confirmation programs and
organize retreats.
After working with Father John. Thomas decided to continue her involvement at CCM and accept the director position

at JMU.

CASEY TlMPLETOWnaffph.Hofiraphfr
Megan Thomas took over as director of Catholic Campus Ministry on Aug. 1. Her
predecessor, Father John Grace, held the position for 16 years. Though the two are
said to be different, they both have clear visions of what they wanted CCM to be.

"JMU is different from other CCM organizations because
it is almost completely student run," Thomas said. "It is very
empowering for students."
Thomas will be in charge of all budgets and finances, as well
as programming and leadership development.
"(Thomas| is fun to work with," senior Maureen Pfahler,
assistant student campus minister, said. "She has a great personality and leadership style."
Thomas will face challenges in her new position, especially
because there will not be a priest on campus regularly as their
was in the past.
Father Rolo Castillo will be the priest at the three masses on
campus. He also is a pastor at Holy Enfant in Elkton and at a
parish in Green County.
"Our position ties into the Church because there are not a
lot of priests nght now," Arduini said. "Priests are traditionally
leaders, so we have to figure out how to do things in productive
ways (without a priest around on a regular basis]."
Thomas hopes to appnwch these challenges by preserving
the strong structure of CCM, while still trying new things. "We
will look and revaluate what's important to best serve the JMU
see THOMAS, page 7

Controversial emergency pill may go OTC
■Y KHISTEN GREEN
NtWS UXTO*

The morning-after pill was expected to become
an over-the-counter drug today, but a government
agency said it needs another 60 davs before making
a final decision.
The morning-after pill, or Plan B, has been
approved to go over-the-counter to those 16 or 17
and older since 2003. However, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration has pushed back its decision
deadline to January.
The decision will be an unprecedented one for
the government agency, because it is the first time
a prescription drug has been sold at the same size
and strength over-the-counter as it was in a prescription, said Susan Cruzan, public affairs specialist for the FDA.
Carol Cox, corporate spokeswoman for Barr
Laboratories, the companv which manufactures
Plan B, said, 'The FDA has called for a 60-day comment period regarding any drug (not only Plan B)
to be considered to be sold as both a prescription
and an OTC product in the same strength. It is not
possible at this point to determine how long it will

take for FDA to make a determination regarding
this kind of product."
Plan B is emergency contraception and acts as
a backup to birth control. The pills have one of the
same active ingredients as prescription birth control pills; only Plan B has a much higher amount
and is taken differently

If it does go over-the-counter, we're
not going to do anything differently
than what we 're doing now as far as
distribution.
— I ins. KaufTman
assistant director for diniul operation
University Healtn Center

The pills are currently available to anyone
through a prescription. Coming in the form of two
.75 mg pills that arc taken by mouth within 72
hours after unprotected sex. Plan B can reduce the

nsk of pregnancy by up to 89 percent after a single
act of unprotected sex.
The pills contain levonorgestrel, a synthetic
hormone of progestin, which works by either stopping ovulation, preventing fertilization or preventing implantation. Plan B pills do not work like Kl
486, the abortion pill: If a fertilized egg is implanted
in the uterus prior to taking Plan B, the pills won't
abort the pregnancy.
' "If it does go over-the-counter, we're not going
to do anything differently than what we're doing
now as far as distribution,'' said Lois Kauffman,
.issisi.mt director for clinical operation at the
University Health Center. "We're not going to do
anything to make it more difficult.
"We definitely care about our students. That's
why we're here. We're going to do to help them
lead healthy lives."
Ann Simmons, coordinator of health promotion
for the health center, said that once Plan B becomes
OTC, the health center will no longer carry it
because it is not a prescription.
"It will definitely impact the cost to students
see PILL, page 7
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news editor
The Sme/e is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local
Harnsonburg community
Comments and complaints
should be addressed to Nathan
Chiantella. editor

Property Damage
A JMU employee reports $150 damage to a minor and
soap dispenser Irom a wall in a men's room ol Potomac
Hall on Aug 25 between 9 and 11 a.m.

Possession of Marijuana
Freshman Lelfji
OaVbOtTW flips
through ■ col
lection ol posters art a poster
sale held In
Transitions
Tuesday.

Main Telephone:
(540)588-6127

Drunk in Public
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public at Village
Lane on Aug 26 at 11:50 p.m.

Editor:
Nathan Chiantella
(540) 568-6749
breezeeditorOhotmail. com

A JMU student was charged with drunk in public at
Eagle Hall on Aug 27 at 1 20 a.m.

Newt Desk:
(5401 568-6699
breezenewsOhofma/7. com

A JMU student was charged with drunk in public at Village
Lane on Aug 28 at 1:32 a.m.

Drinking in Public

DUKE DAYS

Events Calendar
Christian Student Union
Come feed your stomach and your soul Thursday, Sept
1 at the Christian Student Union's first Praise & Worshipl
It's located at the Baptist Student Center (711 S Mam St.)
on the comer of Main and Cantrell For more into or a ride,
contact Meagan Fox at tox2ma.
Center for Multicultural Student

CLASSIFIEDS

Contact Us

POLICE LOG

A JMU student was charged with possession ol marijuana
on Greek Row on Aug. 26 at 3:28 a.m.

EVAN DYSONmffpn<«o»raf*rr

ADVERTISING STAFF
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Services
CMSS presents positive and thought-provoking entertainment through the art ol poetry Sept. 1 at 7 p.m. in the
Festival Conference and Student Center Grand Ballroom
Poets featured on HBO's hit senes "Del Poetry Jam" will
be performing "spoken word" covering topics ranging from
love, race, religion and various other topics The program
is free and open to the public.

Student Organization Night
Get Involved at JMUI Student Organization Night will be
held Monday, Sept. 5 from 5 to 8 p.m. In the Convocation
Center This event highlights the 300 clubs and organizations recognized on campus Student Organization Night
is a Wellness Passport Event. The passport table will be
set up inside entrance E of the Convo Free food will also
be available Contact sos-clubs with questions

A non-student was charged with drinking in public on
Village Lane on Aug 27 at 1:30 a.m.

Arts and Entertainment
Desk:
(540)568-3151

Drunk in Public/Underage Possession of
Alcohol
A non-student was charged with drunk in public and underage possession ol alcohol at Ikenberry Hall on
Aug. 27 at 1:27 am

breezevanelyOholmovVcom
Sports Deek:
(540) 568-6709
6/eezesportsOholma/f.com

Underage Possession of Alcohol

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinionOhotmail. com

A non-student was charged with underage possession ol
alcohol on Aug 27 at 3:23 a.m.
Underage Consumption
A JMU student was charged with underage consumption
ol alcohol at McGraw-Long Hall on Aug. 28 at 12:07 am.

Photo/Graphics:
(540) 568-8041
breezepholoQhotmaJI.com
breezegraphicsQrtotmall. com

A JMU student was charged with drunk in public and
underage consumption of alcohol on Greek Row on Aug.
28 at 1 35 am
Burglary
A JMU employee reports the theft of books totaling $359
from Weaver Hall between Aug. 28 at 2 p.m. and Aug. 29
at 8:45 em
Grand Larceny
A JMU employee reports the theft ol a leather chair valued
at $300 from an office In Anthony-Seeger Hall between
Aug. 22 at 5:30 p.m and Aug. 23 at 8:45 a.m.

Mailing address:
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harnsonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-8127

Fax: (540) 568-6736

MISSION

Total number of parking tickets since Aug. 29: 627

Corrections
In the Aug 29 issue, the article on the Kyger Funeral Home stated that Kyger must be out of the building by October. He
has 20 months from October to move
Also regarding the same article, public institutions have had the ability to use eminent domain lor years. The Supreme
Court ruling in June was about a specific case involving pnvate developers

The Breeze, the student-run
newspaper of James Madison
University, serves student and
faculty readership by reporting
news involving the campus and
local community The Breeze
staves to be impartial and
fair in its reporting and firmly
believes in its First Amendment
rights
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First-year students receive new housing
Rockingham Hall, Frederikson Hall to house freshmen in new living options
BY ASHUY MCCLILLAND
CONTRIBUTING WJUTEK

This year, for the first time, the Office of Residence Life placed freshman
students into Rockingham Hall, off Port
Republic Road, and Frederikson Hall, in
the Village.
Approximately 300 more students accepted admission than what was projected,
said Maggie Burkhart Evans, director of
Residence Life.
"JMU is committed to housing all first
year students, so we needed to find accommodations for everyone," she said.
Evans said Rockingham Hall previously
was used as office space by the university
because it was not needed for housing and
was not up to fire code for residential use.
"The building underwent an extensive
renovation this summer, and now meets
or exceeds all local and Commonwealth
fire codes," Evans said. "Many people
across the JMU campus worked extremely hard this summer to renovate Rockingham, and we are very pleased with the
outcome."
JMU has housed freshmen and upper-class students in Rockingham Hall
on and off over the last 15 years, Evans
said.
The students and families were enthusiastic about (Rockinghaml," she said.
"They love the large rooms — 30 percent

larger than average JMU rooms — private
bathrooms and carpeting," Evans said.
At orientation this summer, ORI. offered freshmen the chance to request to be
assigned to Rockingham Hall. A majority of
the students living there currently asked for
the assignment, 166 of the 220 residents.
"So, as you might guess, the overwhelming majonty of the residents are pleased with
their assignment," Evans said. "In fact, we are
already getting requests from residents to be
able to stay there next year."
Freshman Ajeet Ryatt, who lives in Rockingham Hall said, "We are sort of isolated,
but you get to know the people well. We als. <
meet more upperdassmen."
Freshman Tasha Dunsey, also a resident of Rockingham Hall, said, "It's nice
that when I wake up I don't have to wait in
line for a shower or wear flip-flops, and we
have AC in our rooms."
According to Evans, JMU has a longterm plan to add another 500 beds in the
next few years. By opening Rockingham
and Fredenkson Halls, another 394 beds are
available for freshmen students, Evans said.
However, even with the extra beds, there are
still 93 students living in 31 triple rooms.
"This is an average to low number
the spaces in Rockingham allowed us
to minimize the number of students in
triples," Evans said. "De-tripling these
rooms will be our first priority as space
becomes available."

*r ptuHograptifr

Freshman Ainslee Smith moves Into his dorm Rockingham Hall on freshman move-In day August 24. Smith
Is one of the hall's approximately 220 residents.

Harrison Hall renovations yield positive support
BY KAREN KELIV
CONTRIBUTING WJUTEK

It appears that the easiest way to make veteran
professors and fifth-year seniors feel like lost freshmen is to combine two buildings and an annex
after their renovations, organize it by four- digit
classroom numbers and let everyone find their
way around on the first few days of classes.
Elizabeth Pass, a technical & scientific communication professor, said her favorite part of
the new Harrison Hall building is that it was
made with same beautiful bluestone to fit in
with the rest of the Quad.
Confusion abounded as students and professors searched for classrooms, but some professors didn't seem to mind.
Iran Pipkins, of the Writing Program, maintains that there are no more problems than expected from getting acclimated to a new building.
Many media arts and design and communication studies students would surely agree with
senior Amy Rhodes, a media arts and design

and English major.
Rhodes said that the worst part about the
Modular Buildings was the "isolation" from
campus and the "long walk." Pipkins also mentioned the convenience of a building on the
Quad in such a central location.
The Writing Program often operated with offices in locations such as Cleveland Hall, Anthony-Seeger Hall, Roop Hall and Stone House all
at the same time, making program meetings and
other scheduled communication compulsory.
Where there used to be four offices, now
there are two. Now, under a single roof, the
entire writing program, and TSC, SMAD and
SCOM offices housed under one roof.
Not a novice to Harrison Hall, Pipkins remembers her former office on its first floor as an
inside office comparable to "the hull of a ship"
due to constant noise of air conditioners cutting
on as well as the windowless dark atmosphere
of the formerly cramped office.
Professors find the new building convenient
because some previously felt isolated from their

colleagues, in and out of their own departments.
Another perk of brand new offices is the
.ItMnliness. John Stone, an SCOM faculty member, said, "My office at the Modular Buildings was
condemned due to mold" Now the building is full
of clean, well-lit and refurbished classrooms and
offices, he said.
SMAD professor David Wendelken said it
was "kind of nice to be in a building where the
floor doesn't squeak."
Wendelken has been with JMU for 30 years
and seen SMAD go through many names and
locations. Offices have "gone from a turkey
hatchery, to a nursing dorm, to a former grade
school, to a giant trailer to a bluestone building,"
according to Wendelken.
Clearly, the new building is a more preferable department home than anv of the previous
locations, and students appear to agree.
Pipkins took an informal poll in her class,
the responses to which were for the most part
positive. The only complaints were about narrow doorways to stairwells and the lack of signs

Passes, parking create problems
BY COILEEN SCHORN
CONTRIBUTING WRI71R

While many off-campus students
are concerned with parking near
their classes, residents of South View
Apartments are struggling to find
parking near their homes.
For the past few nights, apartment
residents have returned home from
campus and evening activities to find
every parking space already taken. In
addition, cars have been parking in the
fire lanes and in the grass.
Since these apartment complexes
have not distributed parking passes to
residents, there is no way to stop nonresidents from parking in any space.
According to a statement released
by South View Apartments through
CMH Communities Trust, the company that owns the apartments, "it's
customary for parking permits to be
distributed to registered vehicles one
week after move-in."

7/ is completely
unacceptable for South
View to not have the passes
ready in time for move-in."
- Lydia
Lye Oppe
SouihYiewresiC

EVIN SHOAP ifmorphmoKrapher
In South View, a student parks on a curb due to a lack of parking spaces (top).
Also In South Vlaw, a student Is ticketed when a parking spot was not available.
Students have resorted to risking being ticketed and towed In the apartment complex because parking passes had not yet been handed out.

Also, the South View statement
saidx that "any ticketing or towing
that has recently occurred was done
exclusively by the City of Harrisonburg and had absolutely nothing to
do with South View Apartments."
Senior Lydia Oppe, who lives in
South View, has been struggling to find
a parking spot near her apartment.
"It is completely unacceptable for
South View to not have the passes ready
in time for move-in," Oppe said.
She went to the South View office
to find out about parking and was
told that the passes were in but hadn't
been handed out because the office
employees hadn't had time.
They also insisted that the previous
owners, LB&J Limited, had left them
with many bigger problems. One such
problem being that some apartments
were still without any furniture.

helping students find their way, problems that
should die down as students learn the best way
to find their classroom efficiently.
Wendelken said the only problem he found
was a complete lack of cell phone service inside
the building. He said it was a small price to pay
for the working windows and new electrical
and Internet wiring.
Stone had nothing but compliments for the
new buildings, praising its updated equipment
in the readily accessible, organized building. He
also found that not only did they come up with
a great design, but they also did "a great job of
putting the design in effect."
One theme recurring in SMAD and SCOM
students and professors was the lack of parking.
People in these ma|ors who previously had classes in the Modular Building were used to plentiful
parking, which is now much harder to come by.
The move to the Quad will ensure convenience
for students, making their scheduling easier without the stress of calculating long walks from the
far side of campus, Wendelken said.

JMU students,
alumni help
cancer victims
'Therapeutic'summer camp
provides fun free of charge
BY KATIE KELLOGG
CONTRIBUTING WRITTR

This July marked the first year of Camp Unali, a week-long
summer camp for children with cancer in the Harnsonburg area.
The camp was founded by JMU alumnus Jason Smith p01). Foi
kids who have spent much of their time worrying about chemotherapy and radiation treatments rather than soccer and baseball,
Camp Unali offered them a chance to just be regular kids.
While there are medical personnel on staff should an emergency arise. Camp Unali offered the same types of activities as
traditional camps.
However, Camp Unali also gave the children a chance to bond
with other kids who have had to face cancer at such a young age.
It is therapeutic for them," Smith said. "It gives them a chance
to see what the other kids went thmugh."
The camp, which is free to the children, has a staff comprised solely
of volunteers, including six current JMU students and three alumni.
Junior Lauren Russell said she didn't mind taking a week
off of work to volunteer her time.
"I am just thankful for the expenence. It made me grateful
that I am healthy and was able to be part of helping out these
kids," she said.
Arlene Reid, whose twin sons, George, who is in remission
ttom cancer, and David, who survived kidney disease, attended
Camp Unali. Reid said that between medical bills, the extreme
medical treatments, and caring for the rest of her family, there is
no time for ordinary summer camps or family vacations.
"Camp Unali gives these kids a glimpse at something that normal kids
get to do that we as parents couldn't offer them at the time," she said
The tight bonds that form between the kids and counselors are
reinforced throughout the year with activities such as family weekends and trips to sporting events. The Redskins hxitball organization
recently donated 20 free game tickets to Camp Unali participants.
Smith said the counselors and kids truly do become like
family to one another.
Reid agreed the one-on-one interaction between the campers
and counselors sets Camp Unali apart. "Many of the other camp*
can't offer the one-on-one interaction between the kids and counselors," she said. "I feel it is the key to their success."
Next year, Camp Unali will offer two sessions. The first is
a session for children with cancer and the second session is foi
children who have sickle cell anemui
In addition, Camp Unali will hold several fund raisers
throughout the year, including a dodge ball tournament hosted
by JMU's Alpha Phi Omega fratcrniH
Smith and Russell plan to continue working at Camp Unali well
into the future. "I am going to be here for life," Smith said.
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Alone.
Scared.
Pregnant?

JASON MRAZ
Mr A-2
NEW 4 USED CDs • DVDs • games • NOVELTIES • VINYL • books • VIDEOS • FREE special orders

Free and Confidential
Pregnancy Tests

music accessories • magazines • INDIES • imports • HARD-TO-FIND MUSK • opee 7 days!

USTEN TO ANY CD BEFORE YOU BUY!
r^^SrniHT }
mirowrtiiiiiuciMin J

What A Record
Store Should Bo!

Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center

rnn mta m auMermwui vrWW.PLMI9MUSrC.COM
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RT's
&HLfe

•Chicken

***Breakfast Special**4"
Egg & Cheese
on a Bagel or Biscuit

ONLY $0.99111
Served ALL day Saturday and Sunday
Add Bacon, Ham, or Sausage for$l more
Monday - Friday 7am-8pm
Saturday 9am-8pm • Sunday llam-4pm
438-0080
120 University Blvd. (Up from Regal Cinemas)

_Asnny.

Crossing
Wants to

Welcome Back Students!

SLIP
INTO THE

•

SEASON
ENJOY OUR ANNUAL SALE
FRIDAY SEPT 2 - MON SEPT 5,
WITH SAVINGS UP TO 50% OFF

•

(SOME EXCLUSIONS APPLY)

PLUS, ENJOY A LABOR DAY
BLOCK PARTY AS STAUNTON JAMS!

Homeless friends???
Send them to Ashby!
*Offering Short term leases*
Ask about leasing specials
Rent includes:
-Free Cable
-Free Phone
-Free Ethernet

1/9/ Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

IN HISTORIC DOWNTOWN STAUNTON
7 E Bovsrley SI • 540-886-8666
Hours: Mon-Sat: 10am-9pm
Sun: 12noon-6pm • www.kacky-p.com
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Hurricane victims reminisce about lost city
Low country now
even lower after
monster storm
BY SCOTT GOLD

Los

ANGELES TIMES

NEW ORLEANS — For generations,
the oak trees have shaded St. Charles
Avenue, their hefty boughs forming a
canopy over the street, occasionally interlocking like fingers clasped in prayer.
Today, they are splintered and toppled,
the Mardi Gras beads thrown into their
branches last winter still clinging, inches from the ground.
To the north, people who lived
rough lives — soldiers killed in the
Civil War, firefighters killed on the
job, children taken by yellow fever —
have long rested peacefully in aboveground vaults. Today, in Metairie on
the west side of New Orleans, at one
of the largest "cities of the dead,"
flood water is coursing through the
graves, and no one knows what, or
whom, w.M be swept out.
New Orleans is one of the nation's
most iconic cities. And after the calculable costs of Hurricane Katrina are tallied, after they count the casualties and
the destroyed houses, the city will face
a different kind of accounting. Some o(
the places and pieces that make this city

irreplaceable will have to be replaced.
"This is a special place. It sounds
funny, but there are a lot of mornings
when I walk outside and look around
and think, I am lucky to live here,' "
said Sylvia Atkins, 42, who was born
and raised in the working-class neighborhood of Centilly. "We'll miss that.
I still feel lucky. But it's going to be a
while before I do that."
Atkins was "blessed financially"
15 years ago when she received an
inheritance and her contracting business took off. So she packed up her
two kids and left Gentilly behind for
the Garden District, one of the most
cherished pockets of historic mansions in the South.
"It's the perfect place to raise kids,"
Atkins said. "And it smells good too.
They don't call it the Garden District for
nothing."
Wednesday. Atkins will wake up for
the third morning on the floor of a storm
shelter. The Garden District though it
fared better than many parts of New
Orleans, largely because it is one of the
highest points in the low-lying city, is
deserted and suffering.
At one stately manse, a towering pecan tree had crashed through a secondfloor balcony, smashing into the parlor
upstairs.
One woman said she walked into
her backyard after the storm and saw
a four-story building behind her fence
that she had never seen before — that*s
how many trees she lost. The ground is

contain human remains.
The stately U.S. Mint in the French
Quarter, once seized by the Confederate
Army, is missing part of its roof. No one
knows what has become of the artifacts
inside.
With a stiff upper lip, some residents won't allow themselves to think
about the intangible costs of the storm,
not when thousands of people are sal!
unaccounted for, not when the water is
still rising.
"People just want to survive," said
Ed Freytag, 46, a mosquito and termite
control official with the city. "People are
worried about their families. They are
worried about looting. They are trying
to figure out how they are going to rebuild. The rest will have to wait."
But Jacob A. Wagner, an urban planning professor at the University of Missouri-Kansas City, said New Orleans'
very sense of "place" could be shaken
once the collapsed buildings wenswept up and the insurance assessors
left town. Wagner wrote his 2004 dissertation on how memory in New Orleans
is linked to landmarks and historic
structures.
'That's how people get their sense
of place, and as far as cities in the United States go. New Orleans is certainly
one of the more original and distinctive
cities," Wagner said. "A city's identity
is tied up in where people live, where
they're buried, the public squares they
use in their time off. We don't build cities like we did in the past. If all these

littered with shingles, power lines, tree
limbs.
Though damage assessments have
barely begun, it appears that a host
of iconic places in New Orleans were
heavily damaged in the hurricane.
The city is one of America's top restaurant towns. That industry will suffer.
Half of the turquoise-and-white facade
of Commander's Palace, a famed restaurant in the Garden District, is gone.
So is one wall of Antoine's, which might
as well have copyrighted oysters Rockefeller. The restaurant is now an openair facility, its dining room visible from
the street.
At Jackson Square, a park in the
heart of the French Quarter, a block from
the Mississippi River, two oak trees that
have long shaded tourists, artists, street
performers and activists toppled, taking
out an iron fence and small pieces of a
statue of Jesus outside St. l.ouis Cathedral. (The nearby Cafe du Monde, home
of the smoky chicory coffee served everywhere in New Orleans, did not appear to suffer extensive damage.)
Many of the city's oldest neighborhoods, including the Bywater and the
9th Ward on the east side, were lost under the floods.
On famous Burgundy Street a building that once housed slaves collapsed.
At one of the historic above-ground
cemeteries here, a lot in the Garden District known as Lafayette No. 1, magnolia trees were uprooted and destroyed
part of a 200-year-old wall believed to

places are destroyed, it will fundamen
tally change the city."
In the French Quarter, the distinctive neighborhood along the Mississippi whose wrought iron balconies
and cobblestone streets make it ar
emblem of New Orleans, the front?
of several buildings collapsed, crushing parked cars under piles of bricks
Streets in the district were littered
with glass, some of it a half-inch
thick, sucked from office building*
by the storm's intensity.
Officials said they were concerned
that standing water in the Quartet
could erode the brick and mortar ol
the aged buildings, eventually causing
their collapse.
Overall, however, due to a combination of luck and relatively high
elevation, the Quarter appeared tc
weather the storm better than any
other district. Even while thousand?
of people waded through chest-high
water to escape neighborhoods a milt
or two away, much of the Quarter was
dry Tuesday.
But in a reminder that the risk was
not past, officials announced Tuesday
night that flood waters were still rising and expected to reach 9 feet b\
midnight.
"New Orleans won't look the sam«
for a while," said Debbie Lavender, 52.
who rode out the storm in her Garder
I >istnct home but decided to evacuate
Tuesday as the waters continued tc
rise. "And that will break our hearts."

Indiana University students unable to phone home
ii dfOpptd down to a Category
2 storm, with winds of 105 mph.
It veered far enough to the east
to save the city from the worst.
Katnna's eye landed 40 miles
east of New Orleans in the small
bayou town of Buras, located in
Plaquemines Pansh, which is
now lost in the Gulf of Mexico.
Karly Saturday morning, Nagin issued the first ever mandatory
evacuation of the entire aty. Orald
Powell, a New Orleans native, who
evacuated with his family to Arkansas, feared many locals would
not take the mayor seriously
"When I left uptown, everyone was in a party mood,"
Powell said. "They didn't understand how serious this was
because of all the misses we
have had in the Mtl
Powell went with his brothers
and sisters to stay with family in
Arkansas, taking only a few sets
of clothing.
"I left everything." Powell
Mid "All we can do is wait... I'll
head back home as soon as 1 can."
Many locals left the city to
stay with family and friends in
the surrounding areas.
Ben Fnschhertz, a New Orleans native, packed the essen-

BY NICK O'NEILI
INDIANA DAM

New Orleans residents have
become accustomed to hurricane
warnings. Once or twice each year,
the city is threatened by a possible
direct hit For 40 years, since Hurricane Camille hit in the l%0s, the
city has been fortunate enough to
steer dear of serious harm.
Monday, however, the Big
Easy fell victim to the wrath of
Hurricane Katrina.
The beautiful city mourns
as the muddv Mississippi River
continues to pour inside her
broken walls.
New Orleans Mayor Ray
Nagin expressed his concern for
the Crescent City in an article for
www. msn.com.
"My heart is heavy tonight
New Orleans is devastated," Nagin said. "Some parts of the city are
under 20 feel of water; we still nave
residents stranded on rooftops."
Destruction Hit.
Katrina went from a Category
5 to a Category 4 storm late Sunday night, according to the Associated Press. After it hit land

tials for his trip out of town.
"I went to the store and
bought corned beef and cabbage and peach schnapps,"
Frischhertz said. "Other than
that, all 1 brought was my cat
and a pair of clothes."
Fnschhertz stayed in Covington. La., with his family. Covington is about 100 feet above
sea level and was safe from the
worst of the flooding.
"I didn't decide to leave
the city until Saturday night,"
Frischhertz said. "1 heard the
mayor on the radio explain that
the levees would break ... I decided it would be smart to get
out of town."

"My dad stayed behind because he is the chairman of Touro
Hospital," Kupperman said. "He
fdt responsible for all the patients."
Touro is operating on a generator, and unless the flooding
Sets worse uptown, where the
ospital is located, the generator
will continue to fuel the building's power. Kupperman said
his dad told him if the generator
!;oes out, the patients will be airjfted to a different location.

It has been difficult for people
outside the city to get in touch
with loved ones inside New Orleans. Even people who live in
other states, but still have phone
numbers with New Orleans area
codes, have been almost impossible to reach. Service has been
restricted to only outgoing calls
in an effort to keep the lines free
for emergencies.
Shane Kupperman, a junior

(540) 433-1177
01 N Main St
Haitlaunuultf. VA

I mi. h Monday ■ Saturday
11 00 a m ■ 2 30 p in.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
500pm -930pm

Almost one-fifth of New Orleans residents live in poverty
leaving dose to 100,000 who could
not afford to leave town. With
only a small percentage of th<
city's occupants in town, mam
stores have become vulnerable ti
looting. Big stores, like the loca
Winn-Dixie, have become huge
targets for those who stayed behind; food and appliances can b*
seen by the cart-load leaving thes*
giant supermarkets.

Video Department

Contacting Home

INDIAN-AMERICAN CAFE
Specializing in
Non-Vegetarian/
Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

at IU, is d native u( New Orleans
and has had a lot of trouble contacting members of his family
who remain in the city.
"I can text message my dad.
and he can contact me on and off
from a computer line in Touro
Hospital," Kupperman said. "It's
been hard ... I have no idea what
to expect when 1 go home."
Kupperman wishes his father
would leave, but understands
why he stayed.

'STOVE
& VIDEO

*NOW*
HIRING

Route 33 East
Harnsonburg

Part-time
College Students

433-9181

Apply within

•

(next to Wendy's)

spe-cial'ty (sp*sh'<>l-lf)
n. pi. special-ties
I: A special pursuit, occupation, aptitude, or skill.
2: The state or quality of being special, distinctive, or of particular superiority.
See Also: Specialty Shop, Specialty Products, and Special Attention to Customers.
Products: Packs, Water Bottles. Sandals. Shoes. Boots. Outerwear. Maps. Guides. Disc Golf
Brands: Nalgcne. Montrail, North Face. Mountain Hard Wear. Innova, Hi Tec. Timbuk2
1544 E. Market Street, Harrisonburg, ,VA

540-434-7234

Wilderness Voyagers
OUTDOOR WEAR

&

EQUIPMENT

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$50FF
Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Bring In mis coupon and gel $5.°° oil your next oil change at your nearest partetpating Jiffy Lube"
Come In every 3.000 maes for a Jiffy Lube Signature Service* OH Change
rhff coupon It only radafnabh at tha Jhly Luba at IS'O f ail Mar** SI. Hanlsonburg. VA

Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
" No appoaMmant nacauary
' FREE top of on your way ho/ml
1

National database haaps a
history of yow JaJy Luba aatvoa.

less i5JiQ_(wMhMCc*,rd)
$23.99

1870 East Market Street

The Well-Oiled Machine-

tSTplualnHarriiotV>*

Live Jazz - Sat 3rd@ 10pm
Texcu Hold'em Tuesdayd
Sign up starts @ 8:oopm - so players get a seat

$28.99

Not vaM with oth* oftari Jiffy Luba and Jetty Lube Stgnatura
Service' era rag«larad tradamama ol Jrfty Luba Warrurtona) >nc
W004 SOPUS Products «rights reaervsd

^

gtheB

across from Valley Mall
Harnsonburg, VA 2280.1

f
"TiVflll '
( PENNZQ-1

(540) 433-8599
Nnf lust nil. Pnnn/nil

Open Mic Wednesday** ^
No Cla.u* Friday**
{Mil students get $1.00 off lunch Buffet
95 South Main St.

Late night menu available until 2am

Harrlionburg, VA 11H01

Lunch buffet Mon-Fri 110m to 2am

540-442-9923
fax 54O-442-99:

(all you can eat)
Duff bour Mon-Fri 6:30 to 7:30

Open 11am - 2am
7 days a week

;—
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Catch The Breeze
every Monday
and Thursday

/v

ri

; 'I.

30. S. MAIN ST.

NEXT TO JESS' QUICK LUNCH

"^
Salvia
A Body Jewelry

Pos£
Lncense

Wall

/

Tapestries
Reg: $24.95
Sale: $19.95

• birth control planning & morning after

.Adult Magazines

in the

Stickers

Complete Office Gynecology

Adult Novelties

Adu|tDvDs
Uf«>i
cr\
■ l>QJrUfa \ Buy or Rent

Tapestries

ABATBXTICX & GlNBCULQGV

433.3366

•pap smear evaluation & treatments
•complete gynecological exams

Lubricants

Massage Oils
Lotions

eu Uwner

DVD's $14.95

Juy 2 get 1 Free
All $29.95 Buy 1 get 1

• STD testing

Other Services
mineral make-up by colorescience-

• spa products
• acne treatments

weight loss/cellulite control •

• laser hair reduction

skin disorder treatments •

"It's Your Life and
It Sure Looks Good!"
Call (540) 437-1296
1992 Medical Avenue, Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
YOUTH LEADER OPENING
Position is part-time.
Visit www.hbcAlive.org for more details.
Send resumes with cover letter to
rachel@hbcAlive.org (preferred)
or to the church office at
501 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Closing date September 9, 2005

502 S. Main, Harrisonburg
540I433I2456
hbcAlive.org
S*YDtvE VR^HJU.!, TVJC.
LouttA. CoourY AntPORr

PoeriMmjikt.

SKYTMVKJ*

TAVX3£M JUMP MK

JU*T

D*V

Tvjiraocnou
A*

fcjirQOCriovj!

75 MHJ. rao~ JMI).

WWW . (KVtXVKVlB^IVJU.. COM

flCO-414-bIVE (34S3)

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Reaching the next generation for Jesus Christ

A

\

N

^en SI _\

■—32«&/

Contemporary Worship
Bible Study (All Ages)
Traditional Worship

Conlreil Ave
•Parking

/

/
WTCT CHURCH

9:00 am
10:00 am
11:00 am

502 S. Main, Harrisonburg
540|4a3|2456
hbcAlive.org
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Pill: Plan B could be made available over the counter

FILL, from page 2
because right now. they can get it from the Health
Center at a reasonable cost," Simmons said.
A student can pick up a single-use pack of Plan
B at the Health Center for $15, without insurance.
Nationally, the cost for a single-use pack of Plan B
without insurance can be between $30 to $40, Simmons said. Without insurance, Simmons predicted

the price for Plan B could go as high as $45.
If Plan B goes OTC, "Yes, accessibility is greater," Simmons said. "Cost goes up phenomenally
... because you can no longer use your insurance
card to purchase the medicine."
Lingering questions have prompted the
FDA to withhold its decision for an additional
60 days. Before a decision is made, the FDA

plans to use an open, public forum to help
make its final decision.
"The question we have been asked to address
is whether Plan B should be available without a
prescription on a pharmacy shelf, similar to the way
other over-the-counter medicines like some cough
syrups and allergy pills are sold, for women age 16
and older, and remain prescription-only for those

LAWS: Coalition informs THOMAS: Campus
welcomes new leader
on new drinking laws
LAWS, from page I
abuse and underage drinking.
To give students and Harrisonburg residents the opportunity
to participate in non-alcohol
related activities, the Coalition
Erovides about $20,000 of their
jdget for UPB to hold programs such as the Late Night
Breakfast, where people can eat
breakfast foods and participate
in games and entertainment
without the consumption of
alcohol.
More recently the Coalition
has paired up with the Har-

risonburg Police Department
to give out party brochures
off-campus. The brochures list
several laws related to alcohol, including kegs and underage drinking. "We encourage
students to keep up with the
laws," Wing-Richards said.
Brochures have already been
distributed to residents of Fox
Hill and during orientation
week. The Coalition and Harrisonburg Police Department
will be distributing more brochures at Hunter's Ridge today
from 4 to 7 p.m.

THOMAS, from page 1
community."
In addition, Thomas will
work to strengthen the tie
between CCM alumni and
the current CCM community. She also wants CCM to
become more accommodating to I ML staff and people
in the Harnsonburg community who would like to
become involved.
"We have good size programs and there is a lot to be
involved in as [JMU and CCM |
get bigger and bigger," said
Thomas.
Thirty percent of the JMU
student body is nominally

Catholic. The CCM program
is not membership based and
has an "open-door policy",
according to Arduini. "You
come because you want to
come," he added.
CCM is constantly challenging the "status quo" of
the Catholic Church, Arduini
says. The atmosphere here is
that you can be Catholic and
be normal."
Thomas and student
leaders will continue to
work with the JMU community to strengthen and
expand the CCM program.
Thomas's fresh outlook
will build on Father John's
strong foundation.

under the age of 16," said FDA Commissioner I-ester
M. Crawford in an Aug. 26 statement
Other questions for the agency include if age
should be trie only critena for someone having access to the pills or not whether or not prescription
and OTC drugs can be marketed in a single package
and, if age were to determine accessibility to the
drug, how would the limitation be enforced.

GREEK: Resolving Issues
GREEK, from page 1
over the issue of these violations
and sent a letter out to all chapter
presidents. In his letter, he emphasized the importance of sorority and
fraternity life.
"I strongly feel that fraternity
and sorority life is an integral part
of our campus," Warner's letter
read. "I truly believe that these organizations have in the past, and
will continue in the future, to make
a profound positive impact on the
lives of students."
However, the letter revealed
Warner's disappointment in the
recent violations as well as his
expectations that positive, proactive steps be taken toward rectifying the problem.

Warner's letter also stated, "Mv
disappointment and concern arise
from reports I received regarding
numerous risk management violations. These violations are very serious in nature and not only compromise the integrity of individual
organizations, but of James Madison University as well."
Heather DeGroot, president of
panhellemc council and Chris Camaitoni, president of interfratemity council, also released a statement in regard
to the violations.
Their statement read. "All chapters are committed to bettering their
organizations and the community to
ensure a successful fraternity/sorority
community for potential new members, current members and alumni"

Have you used birth control?
How about Plan B?
The Breeze is working on a series of articles about Plan B
going "over the counter." Help us with the story, and share
your experience by contacting the writer today!
e-mail: breezenews@hotmail.com or call: 540-568-6699

Share your space, but live on your own.

AH fumtsnings pictured am Irom Wal-Man

Get everything tor your dorm room at Walmart.com and still attord tuition.

Btonpi

WAL-MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES

imp

OPINION
Hoi

Molly Link. Editor
brerzeopiniant&holmail <POM
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New Orleans hit by tragic hurricane, devastation immeasurable
On Monday, tragedy hit the lower parts of Mississippi and Louisiana in the form of a hurricane with
extremely devastating effects.
Every fall the news is filled with reports of hurricanes. Names like Andrew, Floyd and Isabel become
part of our daily vocabulary. This year it was Katrina
and the path of destruction she left was one of the
largest we've seen.
While most of her strength hit Mississippi, the
majority of the damage can be seen in one of the oldest cities in the United States — New Orleans. New
Orleans sits on average 2 meters below sea level, so
reports of a category 5 hurricane heading for the city
were cause for alarm.
Luckily, after most of the city was evacuated in
preparation, the reports on Monday looked good.
The main force of Katrina barely missed New Orleans and the majority of the damage was from the
145 mph winds, not the water. For a moment, resi-

dents began to breathe a sigh of relief.
However, the Mississippi River would not let
them. Katrina dumped over 20 feet of water into the
river but the levees around New Orleans are designed
for about a 15 foot increase.
On Tuesday, two of the levees burst, flooding the
city leaving catastrophic damage. According to New
Orleans Mayor, Ray Nagin, approximately 80 percent of the city is underwater. In some sections of
the city the water is as deep as 20 feet.
Charities and military forces have been launched
into what could be the largest and most expensive
relief effort in United States history. Military helicopters are circling the city looking for survivors perched
on rooftops. Boats of every kind are combing through
the city streets looking for those who tried to brave
the storm in their homes.
While the city's lack of preventative planning
could be debated, that is not the important issue.
The issue is that New Orleans looks more like Venice
than Louisiana and it is unlikely that it will be back
to normal anytime soon. The extent of the damage is
still undeterminable. Rescue workers are still looking for survivors and trying to evacuate those in the
city. Most of the residents in the city will not be able
to see what remains of their home for months.
So as we walk about the I Ml campus, feeling extremely safe in the bubble that we live in, it would
be good to remember the tragedy that hit close to
home and do our part to help out those who lost
everything.
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DAJTTftaoC? Celebrity drama moves to the evening news
h-mmldmandpas m
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opinion of a given luuonoi. person or event
and do not nretssants reflect the truth

A "does-your-mother-know-you-wear that?" dart to the girl
in D-hall on Sunday who wore shorts with the saying "Ram
This" across the back.
From another girl who thinks that your attire was trashy and inappropriate.

A "be-more-considerate" dart to my upstairs neighbor
who feels the need to play his bass so loud it vibrates things
off my walls.
From a junior who is really tired of having to pick her stuff up off
the floor.

A "why-is-it-so-hard-for-you-to-grow-up" dart to the kids
near me in Pheasant Run who don't have jobs and party ever.' night, waking everyone, and leaving a trail of Dixie cups to
show how responsible they are.
From a graduating senior who is tired of societal moochers, and
wonders how such irresponsible and lazy people ever made it into our
school.

An "l-love-a-man-who-loves-his-dog" pat to the cute guy
walking the pug on the quad.
From four girls in Hoffman who would love to meet your dog just
so they can meet you.

An Tm-grateful-there-are-still-some-gentlemen" pat to the
cute junior guy who told me I should stop drinking, drove me
home, and made sure I got to my dorm room safely.
From a freshman girl who stumbled into your party, obviously
drank too much and is glad that you looked out for me.

A "leam-to-respect-the-property-of-others" dart to the lightweight underclassman who obviously can't hold his alcohol.
From a brand new 21 -year-old who was just trying to enjoy herself
on her birthday and is annoyed that she was stuck dealing with your
tvmit.

A "watch-your-aim" dart to the JMU Bookstore employee
who stapled me instead of the paper and then stood motionless
as the blood spewed over my new books.
From a junior girl who is thankful to the person behind her 'hat
got her the Band-Aid

A "way-to-treat-us-like-adults" pat to my teacher who
passed out the syllabus and then proceeded to actually teach.
From a senior guy who xoas tired of reading the syllabus out loud
when we are college students who hopefully liave learned to read and
comprehend

BY JESSICA CONLON

CONnUMIIMG ^^^fIfIK
Recently, I've been, ditching the tabloids
and relying on the 5 o'clock news to give me
my daily fix of celebrity scandal. Not to say
the news is usually devoid of drama, but it
has come to my attention that more people
are appearing in the news whose life's work
revolves around creating drama. Coincidence? Maybe. Sheer stupidity? Probably.
The whole "glamorization" of celebrity
run-ins with the law recently came to my
attention during this year's Video Music
Awards. Not only did Jeremy Piven mention Lil' Kim's conviction of penury. bul
joked with her onstage about her year-anda-day sentence she'll be serving in September. Dunng the pre-show, there was a quiet
murmur about Miss Kim's jail time, but in
no way did it compete for discussion with
her fabulous, yet demure, mauve ensemble.
No need to focus all the attention on
the fallacious diva when the VMAs were
chock-full of crooning criminals. R. Kelly
is waibng to be tried for statutory rape, but
let's face it, would we have listened to the
remix of "Ignition" half as much if we were
not engulfed in his mesmerizing media
frenzy? Villainous vixens and heartbreaker

lawbreakers were also in attendance, such
as Carmen Electra, 50 Cent and lack White.
You probably do not know any of their
crimes, but would be sure to remember
Carmen's bright orange gown or Mr. Cent's
distinguished Armani get-up.
Miss Happy Homemaker herself, Martha Stewart, is currently under house arrest following her incarceration for insider
stock trading, but why pay attention to
petty details when the woman has gone
down three dress sizes since she hit the
big house. Anyone can commit a heinous
white-collar enme, but not everyone can
drop a few pounds and make more than
a few bucks while serving time for it. I
would bet a few of Martha's faithful fans
have resorted to "correctional facility" diets in hopes of losing the weight just like
the domestic diva. South Beach "Behind
Bars" Diet, anyone?
The scandalous Miss Stewart has frequently shared front pages with the questionable (to say the least) King of Pop. Sure,
the guy can make great music, but you cannot help but wonder what is really going on
inside that Neverland Ranch of his. The entire trial cost Jackson upwards of $20 million,
including the 60 well-discussed suits he had
made for his court appearances. Publicity of

that magnitude, however, is priceless.
I once heard that, good or bad, publicity is publicity. Winona Ryder might
have exercised the five-finger discount
at Saks Fifth Avenue, but I just can not
help but wonder what her next movie
will be about and will undoubtedly go
see it. Martha Stewart might have kept
some shady stock secrets, but all the attention triggered a tiny urge inside of me
to watch her next TV special on how to
fold napkins properly.
When it comes down to it, we might
roll our eyes or snicker when a Hollywood hellion breaks a little law or causes
a scene, but deep down we love it and are
constantly on the prowl for more. It's the
twinge of glamour that comes with each
handcuff, the detestable delight that comes
with every mug shot, and the fantastic outfit Versace is dying to get on the jailbird. If
their face is on the front page, so is their
wardrobe and no smart businessman could
refuse such advertisingAll the power to mass media moguls.
Thanks to them, next time I watch "America's Most Wanted," I won't be gasping
with fear and loathing, but asking, "Honey,
would you pass the popcorn?"
Jessica Conlon is a junior English major.
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This is going to be the year for fresh starts
BY BOMY MCMAHON
CONTRIBUTING WRTTER

If you weren't paying attention, summer |ust went by. There, just
missed it. Shame on you. Teaches you to go outside once in a while.
That magical time of year when hours spent studying rum into hours
spent folding T-shirts at Urban Outfitters, filing files for an internship,
or thinking of ways of turning your car into the Batmobile (I looked
into it. They don't make jet engines that fit on a Ford Focus). As always, the summer that was began as a summer of promise.
I know what you planned to do. With a few weeks left of school,
you said to yourself, "I'm going to do it this summer. This summer
will be different. I'm going to make the most of mv time." Beyond
getting a |ob, you started thinking about all the books you wanted
to read, books that you wanted to read "when you had the time."
These were probably important books too, including novels that did
not include the words "Da," "Vinci" or "Code."
You may have even gone so far as to dedicate yourself to a new
goal: Learning the guitar, teaching yourself Spanish or even a small
goat like watching the news every night. All these may have been
on your agenda, and all were worthy goals. Unfortunately, you did
none of these things.
Within a week of you getting home, the staff at Blockbuster Video
knew you on a first name basis and had your very own copy of either
"Anchorman" or "Dodgeball" waiting on reserve when you arrived.

Yoa watched so much MTV that you can recognize a rerun of "Room
Raiders" from the first five minutes of the show, and have a pretrrence on which tool in the "Spy Case" you like the participants to use
the most. Worse yet, your car is not one inch closer to becoming the
Batmobile. Somewhere, Adam West just let out a little tear
Don't fret though. This is going to be the year. You're going to get
ahead on your reading, taking notes and highlighting in at least three
different colors No more starting papers the night before, because this
year, you're going to start them a full month ahead of schedule and
really take advantage of the opportunity to study something new.
This is the year you're really going to commit yourself to working out, really give it your all. Instead of waking up every dav tf n>
or II a.m., you'll be up at 8 a.m. to run 5 miles to UREC for a voga
class and some weight training. And forget dnving to school this
year you're riding your bike.
You've always been interested in the environment, and this vear,
by golly, you're going to get involved Protest something, you know,
try to make the world a better place. You're even going to talk to
your professors and try to make contacts for post-graduation, and
you might even get involved in some volunteering, maybe evtfl
working with kids. Wave goodbye to hours spent checking away
messages and watching old HomeStar Runner cartoons, btOMIM
this year is going to be the year. Good luck.
Bobby McMahon is a senior political science major, and invites all to
play like a champion today.
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Assimilatcd students lose culture
BY HUMAIRA FAMED
UNIVERSITY DAILY KANSAN

BASSAM SBBTVWuAin»lon Past
Altar the police fore* in the northern city of Mosul collapsed In November, the U.S. mtHtary brought In
the Kurdish militia to help restore order under the auspcles of the Iraqi army.

How will the Iraqi war be remembered?
BY TIM BICDELI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

According to the media-nghts
organization Reporters Without Borders (RSF), the situation in Iraq has
claimed the lives of more journalists,
66, than the entire Vietnam conflict,
63. The duration of the campaign in
Iraq, having been initiated on March
20, 2003, hardly compares to the 20
years of bloodshed that occurred
between 1955 and 1975 in Vietnam.
While it remains doubtful that the
present circumstances in Iraq are
significantly more severe than those
experienced during Vietnam, it appears that the area is a particularly
dangerous area for journalists of any
nationality. What factors, then, can
account for the deaths of civilians,
affiliated journalists and soldiers
alike? Namely resent. Although
having had endured a generation
of suppression, the state of the Iraqi
people cannot simply be viewed
as homogenous victimization. In a
manner strikingly reminiscent of
Vietnam, there exists both an accommodating population in Iraq as
well as a less accepting faction of resistors. Without any reliable means
by which to identify the previouslyoppressed from the currently-agitated, there can be no telling of how
many ambushes, beheadings and

suicide-attacks will come to pass
before our government's purpose
bludgeons the internally conflicted
Iraqi spirit into submission. Until
then, we cannot rest assured that
our flag inspires the same hope and
invokes the same connotation of liberty and justice that we perceive it
to. When confronted with a symbol
of such immeasurable influence and
resource, what enemy would stand
unaffected by our stars and stripes?
Throughout the Vietnam War,
persistent, fearless journalism attightened a generation of blindly
trusting Americans with grim accounts of atrocity in photographic
detail. A precedent of an informed
constituency was thus established,
firmly meshing together government approval with the necessity
for unbiased, third-party journalism. In societies such as ours, in
which the press is given free reign
to effectively counterbalance the
momentum of the political machine
with fact and detail, governments
are fully aware of the necessarily
skeptical media. The United States
has consistently accommodated the
media in its efforts to observe and
document Operation Iraqi Freedom
and, although equally consistent in
inaccurately projecting timetables,
has managed to garner impressive public support from among

the ranks of appropriately partisan civilians. However, if the very
means by which the public remains
informed is in constant, irrevocable
danger, just how effective can our
government claim to be?
News briefings as of late have
been nddled with empty promises of
withdrawal and premature celebrations of achievement. Of the reported
2,074 coalition fatalities thus far, 1,880
have been Amencan. The insurgency
has apparently suffered only martyred casualties and, evidently, has
been entirely successful in bolstering
its ranks out of sheer resent for America's new style of diplomacy. The outcome of the Iraqi conflict appears to
be taking shape as an American travesty. Only a fair, humamtanan-motivated resolution, preferably by a representative U.N. diplomatic coalition,
leading towards a moderate interim
government in Iraq can salvage this
chapter of world history. Otherwise,
the American presence will not soon
be forgotten.
Has American foreign policy been
driven, once again, into excess by its
perception of the universality of its
liberties or by misconstrued foreign
insecunty, mistaken for a true threat
to its own ideals? In today's aggressively conflicted world, good intentions alone don't amount to much.

Public schools teach students more
than the curriculum. Interactions between
different cultures, races and classes can be
far more educational than what the teachers put on the board. When many students
come to the University, these lessons become more acutely noticeable. These lessons are also incredibly valuable.
When I refer to myself as being a
"brown person," nine times out of 10
the person I'm talking to, who, needless
to say, is white, starts laughing at me because I am categorizing myself as a color.
I do not find it offensive to refer to myself
as brown, nor do I find it offensive when
people refer to me as being brown.
After I classify myself as being brown,
the (white] person I'm talking to asks what
the critena are for being a brown person.
The guideline I use is that they nave to
be Indian, Pakistani, Afghani, Bengali or
onginally from somewhere in that region.
And of course, they have to have a skin
tone that matches a shade of olive-brown.
The real question is, as we start to
lump people of the same skin color into
groups such as black, white and, more
recently, brown, does it make people for
get that their peers, as well as themselves,
nave an original heritage?
It is obvious that within secondary
schools, both public and private, the value
of culture is not presented to the degree it
should be.

True, this is a terrific movement to end
race and gender discrimination, but there
has to be some way to conserve culture
and feel open to talk about it before getting
to a big university. I know firsthand that it
has always been hard to refer to myself as
being Pakistani, because some people do
not know where or what that is.
Therefore, I have started to classify
myself as being brown. But as I continue
to characterize myself by my skin tone,
I can say that I have forgotten the little
things that I took into account while I was
living at home with my brown parents
who exposed me to Pakistani and Indian
culture every day.
The same is true for white people and
A mean Amencans, who are referred to as
black. Honestly, when is the last time you
asked a Caucasian person where they or
their families were from? The term "white
person" has been around for much longer than the term "brown person" and it
is noticeable that Amencan white people
of our generation do not know too much
about their onginal heritage.
If we continue to use colors instead of
countries to represent people, it will lead
to a mixing of cultures that may offend
some people. We must find a way to balance our culture as an American white,
black, Asian or brown person while maintaining the more acute aspects of our heritag*.
Humaira Farted ts a columnist for the
University of Kansas's University Daily
Kansan.

"Urn... James... about this 80s party...
it's supposed to be the nineteen 80s..."
PAUL WlNt>fonfri/>niins tartotmtt

Tim Bigdeli is a senior biology major.

S&roAriiy fte&ruiinvent soog
Sign-ups:
WHICH ONC you

aioose

&E0

-September 5th-9th on the Commons from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. (rain location: beside
Warren Post Office)
-September 5th from 5-8 p.m. at Student
Organization Night in the Convocation
Center
-September 6th & 7th at the Festival from
5-8 p.m.

Orientation:
September 14 at 5:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.

Recruitment:
September 15-20, 2005

l*AVfcs MJkMNN UNrvtutrry
fkll teeRWANeNT 2GO%

Cost:
$33 registration fee to cover recruitment
materials and programs

Would you like to learn more?
Come to...
Student Organization Night, September 5th in the Convocation Center
Information Session, September 6th from 5 to 6 p.m. in the Allegany Room at the Festival.
Questions: Visit www.jmu.edu/ucenter/sos/FratSorLife/RecSorprospective.htm or please
contact Lauren Connor (connorle@jmu.edu) and Heather Degroot (degroohj@jmu.edu).
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SUPER CROSSWORD
ACROSS
I Writer Susan
7 AAA handout
10 Explorer Tasman
14 Checker move?
19 Carry too far
20 Winter hazard
21 Creme - creme
22 Kunta
("Roots" character!
23 Start of a remark by
Steven Wright
25 Patrician

r— r— r- r—w— '~~mF~ r—1»—■■urm- *~ l-^m* « « » n

■k

[So
hi

74 Glee

The Power of
Breeze Classifieds

www.thebreeze.org/classifieds

75 "- a Symphony"
('65 song)
76 Submarine linder
77 Competitors
78 Facilitate a felony
82 Tin Tin
83 Paradise
85 Merchant
87 Cal. page
88 Part 4 of remark
93 Over
9SJai96 Sounds the tocsin
97Ullman»rOold
98 Goatish gamboler

100 Bar hop?
101 Dr .Scholia
concern

102 Source

SThe Breeze

SUN@$E
' I\

103 Cardinal
105 Hynn Boyle
107 Mil. training ctr.

U

HH' P
■■»

iV
■

28 Victim
30 Roll-call reply
31 Level
33 (Entire range
36 Put up with
38 Thick stick
41 Put aside
43 Blind part
44 See 11 Down
45 Part 2 of remark
50 It may get flipped
51 Connecticut town
54 Summit
55 Live and breathe
56 Mighty mile
58 Sausage segment
59 Long Island resort
62 Tel Aviv teacher
64 Out of the way
66 Beak
67 One way to park
68 Tranquil
70 Part 3 of remark
71 KukU.it I..imb
Chop
72 111 will
73 Cherbourg chapeau

Ik

■iipr=iiR=Er i

27 Canadian prov
29 Wool gatherer?

^i |

Jr

^

H

■■§■

Bar*
■■■ ps
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B

1

■"

HVr

■
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<»
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110 African capital
113 End of remark
116 Jazzman Chick
117 Forehead
118 Organ of equilibrium
119 Steak or lobster
120 Abrasive substance
121 "- forgive those . . ."
122 Be too interested?
123 Arid area

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Manhattan district
Hot spot?
Frog's kin
Singing syllable
They may be personal
Mahalia's music
Puie and Dixie
"- Breaky Heart"
("92 hit)
9 Princess bruiser
10 Orthodontists' org
11 WU 44 Across, salad
veggie
12 "Silas Marner" author
13 Endure
14 Ring slat
15 Kansas city
16 "The Lady -••('79 film)
17 Gawk
IS French bean?
24 Fancy vase
26 A Muse
31 Inflatable item?

32 Sell
33
34
35
37

Continue
Circle section
"Malde"
Impoverished

38 Fountain order

■'"

■'■

■'''

H™ —

39 Component

40 Carthaginian queen
41 Book part
42 Travel with Spock?
43 - aerobics
46 Rotissene part

47 Defer
48 NASA lap
49 Equine accessory

52 Skirt shape
53 Coney Island
attraction
57 Ballet's Tallchief
59 Actress Stevens
60 Santa's problem
61 Destiny
63 Dominant, as a dog
65 On the sly
66 Dons Day refrain

67 Wnnkle
68 Master, in Madras
69 '85 John Malkovich
movie
70 Barnyard belle
71 Mottled

72 Sorvino or Nair
73-fide
74 Complains
76 Big rig
77 Lute feature
79 Coll. hotshot
80 Roof part
81 Playing card
84 TVs "-4 Greg"
85 "Comin' - the Rye"
86 Half-baked?
89 More squalid
90 Heavenly sight
91 Alphabet sequence
92 Network
94 Try for a hit

97 Provoked
98 Biblical city
99 Pianist Wans

100 Fishermen,
frequently
101 Auber's
"- Diavolo"
102 Confront
104 Swedish rockers
105 Last name in
limericks
106 Crooked
107 Grimm creature
108 "Moonstruck" star
109 Dele a dele
111 Utter
112 Blow away
113 Drill sergeant's
shout
114 Compass pt
115 "-Not Unusual"
('63 hit)

For
today's
answers
check out
www. thebreeze.
org

4 Bedroom, 4 Bathroom Luxury Apartments
Phenomenal Pool amd Spectacular Sunbathing Area
Fantastic Fully Equipped Fitness and Business Centers
Superior State-of-the-Art Clubhouse
Groovy Gaming Area Including Pool and Foosball Tables
Conveniently Close to Campus

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

SPORTS

Matthew Stoss, Editor
Mcagan Mihalko, Assistant Editor
breezesports @ hotmail *om
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Dukes living in the moment
Volleyball returns
five of six starters,
ready for CAA run
BY MCAGAN MIHALKO
ASSISTANT SPORTS HHTOR

AMY PATERSON/Vuw «ta»
JMU will look to improve on a 17-10 season a yaar ago by
making the postseason In 2005.

JMU hosts
Lock Haven
Saturday
Bv JAMES

IRWIN

SfMOR WKtTF.R

August has given way to September.
Tiaining camp and two-a-day s are over.
The title defense has begun.
JMU's bid to win back-to-back national championships begins Saturday
when the Dukes take on the Bald Eagles
of Lock Haven University at Bridgcforth
Stadium and despite Lock Haven's status
as a Division II program, coach Mickev
Matthews isn't looking past the first game
of the season.
"Football is unique because you only
play 11 games during the year," Matthews
said. "You better make it count because
no matter how well or how poorly you
play, you're reminded about it for seven
days. That's why regardless of who you
play, if s important."
Besides a victory, what else will Matthews look for in his season-opener?
"We want to execute at a high level,"
Matthews said. "We've developed a reputation around here of playing with a lot of
inteasity. We want to be sharp."
Sharp, jrcsf. But the Dukes arc a little
banged up as they open the season. Junior place kicker David Rabii has been FooMMll
sidelined with an in- Loa> K«*. * JMU
jury. He'll be replaced s«tufd«yepiiv
in the lineup by junior **9*o* set****
Paul Wantuck. And junior wide receiver D.D. Boxley, who led
all JML* receivers with 44 catches and
five touchdowns last season, is out with a
popped ligament in his ankle.
"We've made some adjustments,"
Matthews said. "Some guys are going to
get a shot because D.D. is out. D.D. nas
been our go-to guy and we'll see who's
going to be that guy for us this year."
One guy could be senior Tahir Hinds,
who has been injury-prone for most ot his
JMU career. At 6-3 215-lbs, Hinds has the
physical tools to be a No. 1 receiver if he
can stay healthy.
"He was as good as we've had for four
Kmes last year," Matthews said. 'Then
■gol hurt. He has to prove he can stay
healthv."
Other receivers who will factor into
the game plan are junior Chris Hawkins
— who transferred from North Carolina
State in the off-season — and freshmen
Tommie l^wrence and Patrick Ward.
There's also sophomore L.C. Baker, who
played last year as a true freshman. Baker
caught 18 passes and returned 23 punts.
"L.C.'s had a great camp," Matthews
said. "We'll get to see what Hawkins,
Lawrence and Ward can do. D.D.'s injury
has created a situation where somebody's
got to step up."
Kickoff is set for 6 p.m. A dedication
ceremony for the Robert and Frances
Plecker Athletic Performance Center is
scheduled from noon to 2 p.m.

If there was ever a time for the JMU
women's volleyball team to take advantage
of a situation, it's now.
The Dukes return five of their six starters
from 20O4 to make their bid at the Colonial
Athletic Association championship, a tournament they were not even part of last year
after finishing 17-10.

Men's soccer
prepares for
'05 campaign
Bv

"We missed out on a couple of things In
the past," coach Disa Garner said. "A couple
years ago we lost the conference championship in our own gym and we missed the
CAA tournament last year."
Missing out on opportunities like those
is not something the Dukes plan on this season. As the Dukes get ready to for the CAA,
they realize what they are faced with.
"Every game will be a dog fight." senior
outside hitter Emilee Hussack said. "There
are two new teams entering the conference
this year, Georgia State and Northeastern.
Northeastern is already ranked second in the
preseason."
However, rankings don't mean anything
right now. The most important thing for the
JMU volleyball program is to consistently
play well, no matter who the opponent is.

Their consistency paid off in its season
opener where the Dukes defeated George
WashingUm University.
"Winning that match was a great way to
start out," Hussack said. "We were able to
control our runs and we just want to go up
from there."
Hussack returns to the Dukes after leading the league last season with an average of
4.05 kills per game. Hussack was voted second-team All<TAA and also earned secondteam All-State honors.
Senior setter Krysta Cannon also returns
to lead the team. Cannon was the CAA
Rookie of the Year as a freshman, and she has
already made her way into the record books
with 3,430 assists.
see KILLS, pagel5

Kick start

TRAVIS CLARK

CONTR/RU7TNG WRITE*

If you think that the men's
soccer team isn't eagerly anticipating the beginning of
this season, then you are dead
wrong.
The team had a superb
2004 season, finishing 15-3-1,
despite losing to Old Dominion University in the semifinals of the Colonial Athletic
Association tournament, the
Dukes seemed to be a lock for
an at-large berth in the NCAA
Tournament. They had the credentials with big time wins.
"We beat George Washington 6-1, and they got the automatic bid from their conference," said senior midfielder
Bobby Humphrey. "We beat
ODU 3-1, when they were
ranked No. 6 in the country,
and who received a first-round
tournament bye."
But it was not in the cards
for the Dukes.
"At the selection show on
the TV you could see the top 21)
teams," Humphrey said. "We
were number 18 and were the
only team left out of the tournament."
Senior defender Danny
Sheridan said, "I was shocked,
but it was a lesson learned."
One could stay and argue
about how they were jobbed
out of a tournament spot, but
that is now old news. Coach
Tom Martin downplays the
fact that they were left out.
"Some years the system
has helped us out, and others
it hasn't" Martin said. 'This
time it didn't."
This season, the Dukes are
looking to erase any doubts
set KICKS, page 13

( MtOLYN WAlAfcR/w/Wrtf photographer

Tristan Murray gat acrobatic while looking for a goal during practice Tuesday afternoon.

Dukes return
midfield intact
from last year
BY TRAVIS CLARK
CONTK1BU71NG WRiTfK

After falling short of a NCAA invitation in 2004, the JMU men's soccer
team has upped the level of competition in 2005 in hopes of assuring its
place in the postseason.

It's been a lot of work preparing
for the upcoming campaign, work that
started with two-a-days on Aug. 18.
"We're getting better each game,
but we're not where we want to be,"
aanJof defender Danny Shendan said.
Martin agreed.
"We didn't arrive at 100 percent"
he said. "We had some injuries during
the off-season, just minor things that
we can't really control."
That has set them back a bit, as it's
been hard to know who is going to go
exactly where.
"We've been trying to figure out
what works best," Martin said. "It may

take awhile to get the best lineup out
there."
However, he does have a fewpieces already in place. Along with
Humphrey and Sheridan, he has the
entire starting midfield that consists of
juniors Kurt Morsink, Mark Totten and
sophomore Tnstan Murray.
Morsink led the Dukes in goals with
nine and racked up 26 points in 2004.
He was named Offensive Player of the
Year and Murrav was named Rookie of
the Year for the Dukes last fall.
Murray also spent last summer
playing for the Canadian under-20
National Team.

Back at goalie is junior Kevin
Trapp, who started 17 games last season. He is competing with sophomore
Matt Glaeser (or the starting job. Shendan anchors the back line at center
back, but the rest of the backfield is up
for grabs.
The competition for playing time is
something tnat Martin sees and likes
from his players.
"We have players competing with
each other for playing time and pushing each other to max out their potential on the field," he said.
see MEN, page 13

The making of a long, strange trip
Men's soccer's
Raskys overcomes
transfer, injuries
BY JAMES IRWIN
SENIOR WRJTER

AM> ?kl\R.Wt* pht*o editor
AMn Banks Is one of three JMU running
backs wtth 1,400 career rushing yards.

Mike Raskys could have easily
hung up his cleats.
After four years, two programs
and two major injuries, the fifth-year
senior could have stopped playing. He
could have taken his bachelor's degree
and called it a career.
Instead, Raskys is sticking around

and when the Colchester, Conn., native steps onto the soccer field Friday
night in JMU's season opener, it won't
be because he's the most talented player or because he has hopes of turning
professional someday. It will be because he chose to come back when
most would not.
"Sometimes people say that sports
builds character and that may be true,"
JMU coach Tom Martin said. "Mike is
the other side of it. Sometimes sports
reveals who has character."
If s a good thing Raskys has plenty of that. Otherwise he wouldn't be
where he is today.
He could be a recent graduate of
the University of Vermont Raskys
enrolled there out of high school and

played for the Catamounts as a freshman. As a sophomore, he had surgery
to remove bone
chips in his foot
Along the way,
Raskys said he
became disenchanted
with
the program and
thought
about
transferring.
"I was looking to get back
into the game,"
Raskvs
said. KA**r*
"And from growing up with Bobby
Humphrey, I had the opportunity to
come here."
Humphrey, a senior midfielder

from Clastonbury, Conn., played with
Raskys and sophomore midfielder
Frankie D/Agostino on a New England club team. When Raskvs arrived
at JMU for the 2003 season, he became
a staple in Martin's starting lineup.
"He's not the biggest, the strongest
or the fastest, but you want to pencil him in somewhere," Martin said.
"He's a steady player."
But steady didn't mean injury-free
— Raskys tore his ACL before last preseason in a pick-up game.
"It was a full tear that needed to be
totally reconstructed," Raskys said. "It
was the day before preseason started,
non-contact. I planted and it went."
see RASKYS. page 15
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Yellow Cab V
I

(540)434-2515

Walk-In Haircuts

Rtdlo Dispatched
Service to all ma|or airports
Wheelchair accessible vehicles
Prompt, Courteous Service

24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

9 Stylists & Barbers

Mulligan's

We specialize in everthing to do with hair.
Accepting all major credit cards

Golf Center

Show your JAC cart]

Get $1 OFF
« .1.1 in .

Driving Range
Mini-Golf
Pro Shop

West Side Barbershop

540-432-9040
www.mulligans-golf.com
Directions: Take 11S 1/4 mile past the
Post Office, then left on Carpenter Lane VljLfijLf/

"2-6722

& StuUm S<xl*H

Transit Bus 3
*
f
Beside Westover Park's entrance Rt. 33 West
_pw mces -

LIOST

i-non - LOW, LOW. LOW Knees - Best t-q.

SOS Advertising

IS*]

CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING

Free Delivery (540) 568-9899

China Express

t&ffl

Licensed to Print and Embroider JMU. Names and Logos
Lowest Prices Guaranteed, We Match or Beat Any Price

Flex and Credit Card
Accepted

Sun-Thu until 1am
* Fn"Sat until 2am

Fastest Turn Around Time and Largest Selection of Items

Super Combo

BEST
CHINESE!
Voted «1 by The

SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Qai Pan
• SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
' SC7 Hunan Chicken
$10.00 minimum
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
(limited area)
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
■ SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
Otlly
• SC15 Hunan Beel
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
■ SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
i SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC2S Four Season*
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
■ SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

FREE DELIVERY

$6.95 All come with

"

Prices include at toast a 1 color >mpnnt Price vanas dtpending on Quantity Minimum aw«a. tai. tatup, art and
snipping may apply Pictufti und tor iHuitratrv purpoaai only, and to anew an example of the product category

HO Wan Grace Street
Office PROM 442-SZa
.•irfadsliktltm CM

Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop.
Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)
or Hot and Sour

IWelcome Back Try Our New Specials
$7.45
Students!
| Free Gift With Purchase
(Limited Supply)

Me.day-Frid.rvWfe*
EvteMia and Weeteeaa
BfApHrMnaMOrCaeeca

1031 Port Republic Rd
Harrisonburg

JJ^

Bourbon Chicken
Lemon Chicken
Amazing Chicken

FOOTBALL HOME OPENER PEP RALLY
—
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2 AT 6:30 PM
*■
THE COMMONS
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MEN: JMU soccer looks to erase
doubts after missing '04 tourney
MEN, from page U
But one of his main points this season is
cohesion.
"Chemistry is one of the most important things that we work on," Martin said. "If we can develop a solid
chemistry, that will translate to a successful season. It's something that you
have to push on and off the field."
Humphrey seems to think they have
the makings of that in place already.
As captains. Humphrey and Sheridan will have to help Martin figure out
how to maintain strong team chemistry on the field. Martin's emphasis on
chemistry will greatly aid the Dukes in
their quest for a CAA championship.
"Talent only gets you so far," Martin said. "A strong team chemistry will
take you much further.

Another development this year was
lo6tng only four seniors to graduation.
There have still been holes to fill, but
having the entire midfield backhelps.
Along with that, contributions are expected from a freshman class, which
includes Nick Zimmerman and Kurt
Morsink's younger brother Kyle.
"We have good incoming freshmen," Humphrey said.
The season begins on Sept. 2 and
Sheridan feels that the first few weekends are very important.
"The first three weekends will set
the tone for the season," he said.
But it won't make or break the Dukes.
Even if things don't go as well in the beginning of the season, they can still make
it to the NCAA tournament by simply
winning the CAA tournament.

NCAA
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KICKS: Dukes men's soccer
ready for tough 2005 schedule
KICKS, from page U
when it comes tournament
time. The only knock on them
last season was a slightly weaker non -conference schedule.
"We tied St. Francis last
season and that just killed us,"
Sheridan said.
However, their non-conference
schedule this time around is brutal
— but they made it that way.
"We nave a big challenge
ahead of us, but we are looking
forward to it," Martin said.
They start off against Bucknell University from the Patriot
League. Next is Penn State out
of the Big Ten. They also face
the University of New Mexico
and the University of Tulsa —
teams ranked in the preseason
top 15, according to College Soccer News.
"1 think we have one of the

top five toughest schedules in the
country," Humphrey said. "We
could end up with a losing record
after the first seven games."
But Sheridan thinks that it
could be good in the long run.
"We need to take care of
business and try to win the
CAA championship." Sheridan
said. "We don't want to leave
anything to chance this year."
As of right now, the Dukes are
ranked No. 18 in the preseason
College Soccer News poll, but they
lack the big names and preseason
awards that some schools have.
"I think we're going to go
out and surprise some people."
Humphrey said. "We don't have
the big names or the preseason
national stars. It will give us an
advantage as these teams may
not see those and not take us as
serious as they should."

Quiznos Sub

SHOP fair trade.

"MMM...TOASTY!"

INVEST in your ffl w
Indulge in handcrafted
home decor, textiles, pottery,
baskets and jewelry. Invest in
education, housing and hope
tor villages in 32 countries

FLEX and all major
credit cards accepted!

FAIRLY TRADED HANDICRAFTS

Just 5 min. from campus!
lake 42 North,
turn LEFT on Mt. Clinton Pike

In Gift t Thrttl

Free Small Soda

37 Burgess Rd.
near the Harrisonburg
Crossing Shopping Center

with purchase of any sandwich
With this coupon, Exp. 11/20/05
One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with
any other offer.

(540)432-1302

Open Mon. - Sat. 9:30am - 5:00pm

540-433-4880

Wilderness Voyagers
('• .■ 'WEAPi!

1544 E Market Street, Harrisonburg. VA
540-434-7234

(The (Right footwear.

;

FOR ALL YOUR PAINTBALL NEEDS!

GEAR

SERVICE

•PAWTBAllS
•MARKERS
GIGGLES
•ACCESSORIES
• PAINTBALL CLOTHING
■TANKS ICO, aNITROl

•C07 THIS,** ti lOuBOTTlES
•NITRO FILLS
•FACTORY TRAINED TECHS
• AUTHORIZED WARRANTY SERVICE

[5401564-0002

MontrailCTC
Lightweight trail
runnef wHha
climber's outsote.

Momay-Friday 10-7
Saturday 9-5

STORE

5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!

FHP-Flops
Thermo-mokJable
for a custom fit.

n*>

The (Right gear
The North Face Yavapai
Holds Laptop or
Hydratton system.

Mt
JMU S SOURCE FOR PAINTBALL ACTIONI
Sundays apen at 10ui
Rasarvatlons For Other

5

FIELD

10 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!

CameM
Hydratlon packs,
Bladders, & accessories

Nalgene Bottle
Assorted Colors

lllllfl

GROUP RATES
for trateranlos. sports troops,
ic association aoolcloosl
• VOLUME DISCOUNTS

FIELDS
• VILLAGE EIELI mn 32-FORT
-WOODSBALLFIELB
• FMLLV NETTEIJURBJUL FIELD

•TEAM PRACTICE SESSIONS

RENTALS AVAILABLE!

• WALK 0NS WELCOME

C02& NITRO FILLS!
ALL DAY AIR JUST J5!
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E & E Auto Sales

Independent BMW Sales. Service, and Parts Center
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We use the Autologic diagnostic system, this tool is designed
to replicate the functionality of the tools used by tho
manufacturer's doalors. This dealer-level diagnostic ability
•nablos us to provide comprohonsivt sorvico right horo
in our shop!

MTT'TTB
IIHII I

^L. '

DUEsaaY. SBPDBmBer 20 ^

With over 65 years combined experience,
E&E's service team includes:
John M. Estop Owner - Service Tech
Stephen Kunu - BMW Service Manager
Hugh Daly - All imports and domestic Cars
John E. Stop, Jr. • Master Body and Paint Technician
Wo are all BMW enthusiast! We have moved to our new 5,000
square foot service shop located at 1187 N. Liberty St.
To view BMWs and other cars for
sale please visit our Website at
www.eandeautosales.com or come
sou us at 1006 N. Main St.,
Harrisonburg 540-432-1138

FHLLT0UR20D5

autologic
Independent
*■ Vehicle
Diagnostics

In business since 1985

GO Furniture

featuring I

SAUDER

SPIN DOCTORS
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
With Sparky's Flaw
Doors at 6:00pm / Show at 7:30pm
Only $3.00! Brought to you by 3WV

WIDESPREAD PANIC

51-H Burgess Rd.
Harrisonburg. VA 22801
(540)432-1104
www.gofurniture-va.com

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
Doors at 6:00pm / Show at 7:00pm

Beside Sears (turn at Domino's
Pizza on Burgess)
10-7 Mon-Thurs 10-8 Friday
10-6 Saturday
1-5 Sunday

ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
Doors at 6:00pm / Show at 7:30pm

Perfect for dorms and apartments!
Ready-to-assemble furniture that fits your
style, your space, and your budget!

PIXIES

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
With Lake Trout
Doors at 6:00pm / Show at 7:30pm

Go Furniture has exactly what students need. Quality Sauder*
furniture that looks great and won't break your budget. You don't have
to furnish your rooms with boxes and crates any morel Come in during
our Back to School Sale, August 20 - Sept 3. You'll love our prices.

KELLER WILLIAMS
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2
Doors at 6:00pm / Show at 7:30pm

NICKEL CREEK
SATURDAY OCTOBER 8
With Leona Naess
Doors at 6:00pm / Show at 7:30pm

cj^Over 200 items on display and in stock at Go Furniturey >
ftTS

ANY antcf

Design your
own storage
system with
Sauder*
EZ Cubes !

DIERKS BENTLEY
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13
With Cross Canadian Ragweed
Doors at 6:00pm / Show at 7:30pm

(^)

STARR HILL PRESENTS

Tickets tor Charlottesville Pavilion shows are available through the
following outlets:
www.charlottesvillepavilion com www.starrhill muaictoday.com
Charge by phone 800-594-TIXX
Plan 9 locations
throughout Virginia Live Arts Box Office (123 East Water St)
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RASKYS: Back for more after '04
RASKYS. from page 11
The injury tested Raskys'
character again.
"He could have said,
The heck with it I'll just
be a student.'" Martin said.
"He could have punted,
but I'm sure there's a place
in his heart for soccer or he
wouldn't be around."
So even though Raskys
was set to graduate in May
and even though his injury would keep him from
practicing with the team
until after the New Year,
he took a medical redshirt
and came back.
"I'm not ready to give it
up yet," said Raskys, who
currently is working on his
master's degree in nistory.
"After a year of just sitting
and watching your teammates, it feels great to get
back out there. It makes all
the work you put in after
surgery worth it."
Thus far, that work has
Raskys competing for a

starting job again.
"That's where we expect Mike Raskys to be,"
Martin said. "There's always some apprehension
with plavers. How they approach their rehabilitation,
now aggressive they are
within the limits of what
they are able to do. You
really find out a lot about
their character"
And after what Raskys
has experienced, there
wasn't a doubt about that.
In the last five years he has
played at Vermont, missed
a season, transferred to
JMU and missed another
season. He has redshirted
twice. He has graduated
from college. Yet amidst
all the change, one thing
remains constant.
"It's kind of a Jerry
Garcia thing," Martin said.
"What a long, strange trip
it's been. But if anyone can
handle that trip, it's Raskys.
He lands on his feet."

CAROLYN WALSERJtemor photographer
Mike Raskys r»tums as a frfth-ysar senior to try to
help lead the Dukes In 2005.
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KILLS: Volleyball ready
to compete for CAA title
KILLS, from page 11
'To be able to have an upperclassman-dominated team is a huge benefit to us because of the experience of
the players," Garner said.
Out of the 15 players on the roster,
eight are juniors and seniors and have
a lot of playing experience. However,
that doesn't mean the sophomore and
freshmen players will be left out of
the mix.
"We have 15 legitimate players
who can see playing time at any time,"
Garner said.
The sophomores have been improvX'teir understanding of the tempo and
needs to be done. Gamer said.
With so much depth on the team,
players are in constant competition for
playing time. Gamer said that this creates a healthy environment for the gym.
One position that will experience
some healthy competibon is the middle blocker. That is where the Dukes
lost their only starter, Kate Fuchs. to
graduation. Junior Ashley Copenhaver and sophomore Allyson Halls

will have the opportunity to step up
for the team.
Defensively, the Dukes will look to
senior defensive specialist Nora Quish,
junior Amanda I
Snead and sophomore Jena Pierson. Pierson and
Quish played in
every game last
season and will
bring a tremendous amount of
experience to the
defense.
"We're draw- HUSSACK
ing a lot from
freshman year when we made it to
the CAA finals," Hussack said.
Even though the Dukes fell short
of the title three years ago, they will
use all of their experience to their advantage.
"A lot of the older players are like
'lef s get this done,'" Hussack said.
For the senior members of the
team, there's no better time than now.

Hair Corral

on 42 South a short distance from Super-Walmart Dayton. VA 540-879-2557

$6.00 Barber Cuts
$9.00 Salon Cuts

S NO Waiting in
8 Barber Shop
Clipper Cuts

Tanning Beds Year-Round
Air Conditioned Rooms
NEW Bulbs

Walk-ins Welcome

$27.00 200 minutes
SI 5.50 100 minutes
$5.00 per session

N€XUS

(Hawaiin Shaved Ice)

'i¥m$vWmmw\

B3D
H5AD

PRUL MITCHELL

RLDKLN
Complelelineof
Hair Products
Cosmetics
Accessories

f
iKlill
lent'

NAIL SALON
Sculptured Nails
Manicures & Pedicures
3 Nail rechs
Waxing

13 Barbers on Staff
14 Hairstylists on Staff

CBRLJSTEB)
;—raaiwcrwra-

mWH tMS COWOM expires 9/15/05J

Monday-Thursday 3:15pm - 9pm • Friday 3:15pm - 10pm •
Saturday & Sunday 12pm - 10pm
120 University Blvd. (Located in RT's Chicken and Grille lot)
Up from Regal Cinemas

500,000

-NLfiVtC
Thirty Thousand Titles
More than 50 different categories
induing Ltleralun), Dromo. Poetry, fiction, Mystery, American S World
History Political Science, Sociology, Psychology, Sell Help, Travel fitness.
Music History, Religion, Reference, Children's Books, Cooking, Gordemng,
Audio Books and much more

All 60% to 90% off retail

Today thru Sept 5
Open Only During Scheduled Dates from

9*M-7»M

Open Labor Day, Monday, Sept 5* from

Hon-fktm

Special Interest

meisisml
My'S.OO

Daily

9AM-7PM

literature t fiction

bi D H lf—~i IxfKoni)

(My >JM

located 15 minutes south of JMU take 1-81 to ent

** Wcrwi

s*«c;

•X*..

"••of
Open 11AM -10PM Everydoy1
-•
Boulevard
Inexl door to Hams Restaurant) (540) 801-0700
221 University
www.brustsrs.com

)■■

240, torn eosl on Id 68? S notch foi the signs.

"ST'S?
K.•"*«*.;,. """Win

■mm MM| em wty h km MMkml

DUfCTIONS

-•ST*
'

l«//rv

800O85-0099

BOOKFAIR

2 192 Green Valley In.. Ml. Crawford, VA 228 4 1
wwvr.gvbookfair.com/jmu

Caite While, Edilor
Hali Chiet. AssisUnl Edilor
breezearl5®holmailxom

Arts&Entertainment
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band on die
BY JANE SINCIETON
eovnuBimNC WRITER

RUN

Over the years, the
JMU campus has been
graced with the talents
of original musical acts,
and Adelyn is no exception. This band, which
formed in the fall of
2001, began with just
one acoustic guitar and
a dorm TV lounge.
In the fall of 2001, fate brought a
group of passionate musicians together to form what is now known as
Adelyn.
Senior J.K. Royston, guitarist of
Adelyn, describes how the band —
which also includes seniors Ryan Parrish and Dan Mmeart and Justin Turner (who graduated from Virginia Tech
in 2004) — formed out of an act of fate
because all of the band members were
placed in the same dorm.
Lead singer Parrish said the band
members all shared a common interest
in music.
"We began playing together in
2001 because it's what we all loved to
do," he said
Their music is often compared to
the sounds of Incubus or Hoobastank.
Although Adelyn both enjoys and

respects these artists' music, Parrish
wants to prove the band's originality.
"It is important that we make it
clear through our lyrics that we bring
our own unique flare to the rock
world," he said.
The big turning point in Adelyn's
career was their first full CD release in
the spring of 2005 of All Systems Are
Down, which has sold more thanl.OOO
copies. Their single, "Zero Hour." has
risen to the No. 7 slot on specialty radio and has been played on stations
in D.C., Charlottesville, Harrisonburg
and other areas.
This summer they have been doing an independent tour of about 40
shows, rocking out in New York, D.C.,
Virginia Beach and other areas. They
were the only Virginia band to get invited to play at some of the best East
coast rock festivals, such as HFSbval
in Baltimore, Md., where they played
alongside Coldplay, the Foo Fighters
and Billy Idol. Adelyn also rocked
the Warped Tour with their talents on
three different dates.
Adelyn has not taken one second
of their traveling for granted, nor have
they forgotten their fans despite rain,
shine or dead-stopped traffic. While
rain threatened any chances of a safe
electric show at a Virginia Beach concert with Hoobastank, they sat in the
rain and played an acoustic show instead.
"We couldn't let down the fans
that had come," Royston said. "We
got soaked, but these are the kinds of
things the people will remember us
for"

Also during dead-stopped traffic
on they way to play in Indianapolis
this summer, J.K. and Ryan hopped
on top of their van and started playing
while Justin handed out demos to cars
stuck in traffic.
Adelyn tries to organize unplugged dorm tours around campus
to introduce themselves to the new
freshmen. J.K. hopes to give them
something unique to be a part of.
The great opportunities of the
summer are following Adelyn through
the fall with invitations to perform at
Dewy Beach Music Festival, NEMO
Conference in Maryland and CMJ in
New York.
Despite their growing popularity and busy schedules (both as band
members and as students), this group
still makes time for altruistic ambitions by performing various benefit
concerts for non-profits and charities.
They also continually support the St.
Jude Children's hospital through donating proceeds from their CD sales.
The dedication, loyalty to fans and
passion for music that Adelyn portrays through their lyrics and performances have brought this once-dorm
room band to where it is today.
Ryan Parish hopes to one day
achieve superstar status.
'There is nothing we would love
more than the chance to be playing
music as long as the icons like Aerosmith or the Stones," he said.
Adelyn will be performing in Harrisonburg in October or November.
The date and venue will be announced
soon.

both photos hv CASEY TEMPUnON/Vn** photonraphrr
TOP: Adelyn pose* for a promotional shot.
BOTTOM: Lead singer Ryan Parrish sings to a large crowd of people.
The band, who came together In fall of 2001, have been compared to
Incubus to Hoobastank. They performed at Hlghlawn Pavilion Tuesday
night and will return to Harrisonburg In October or November for
another performance.

These CDs just rolled across our desk...

Founders of JMaddy launch new Web site

PICK

Collegemama.com geared toward the perpetually messy
Ana KIM
COVrraBtfTTNG WR/TE*
BY

Team Sleep is the perfect name for this
band. Their laid-back, relaxing sound is so
easy to listen to, it will never leave your CD
player. Many of the songs, like "Staring at
the Queen" and are just a long experiment
with different sounds. But trust us — it
sounds good.

PAN
The debut album of John Stevens, the
17-year-old "American Idol" crooner, succeeds on every count — his smooth voice,
his affinity for old-school rat pack songs,
and even the fact that he covered Maroon
5's "This Love" in a slower, more 1950s
style. The one thing he can't change, however, is that Michael Buble came first. So he
wins.

The founders of IMaddy.com, juniors Shy Pahlevani,
Collin O'Brien and Pat Cassidy, got creative again — this
time with after-party ideas. No, not an "after-party"
party, but another serious problem many party hosts arc
destined to encounter: a big mess.
Since the Aug. 22 launch of Collegtmama.com. a Web
site that offers cleaning services to students on and off
campus, there have already been a total of 19 orders.
Sophomore Ben Cohen is the manager of Collegemama.
com. and he said a guy had called in requesting their service even before they started advertising.
Even though this business is run by four college
students, it currently employs 15 part-bme cleaners selected through interviews. The cleaning crew consisting
fifteen people who are Harrisonburg residents between
the ages of 21 to 35 years old, all with cleaning experience from Massanutten resort.
In addition to the credible cleaning crew, representatives of Cotlejfemama.com guarantee the customer's s.tt
isfaction with their services. "[Collegemama.com] will be
responsible and responsive." Cassidy said. According to
him, service is provided within 48 hours once the item
number of the order is matched.
Prices for services — including, but not limited to,
vacuuming, emptying the trash and even changing the
sheets — range from $21 99 to $120 with discounts available when one purchases package specials. "It's a luxury," Pahlevani said, "but an affordable luxury."

Junior Jeffrey Gliner. a resident of Fox Hills, received
approximately an hour-long service to clean his common room, bathroom and his personal bedroom, diner
also emphasized their organized checklist system for
cleaning. Cohen says with their checklist cleaning system they are able to provide their customers with professional quality cleaning services, allowing less distracting environments for students. This attention to detail
is what makes students so eager to take advantage of
their business. "I would recommend the service to my
friends, but also keep it a secret from others so I can use
them whenever I want," said Gliner.
Unfortunately for Gliner, three cleaning services
have been ordered for Friday, and the founders sav their
goal is to increase by three cleaning orders each week.
Junior John White thinks this new business is a good
idea. "No one really wants to clean up," he said. "Depending on how much they'd charge, they can get pretty
good money."
Just like Gliner. many students' requests for services
come through referrals, which Pahlevani wishes to expand their business based upon. Cohen also hopes for
their business' growth throughout the community, starting with satisfying customer service. Additionally, starting Sept. 5, the founders will begin a laundry service.
I h.- new addition to collegemama will include pick up
and delivery, washing and drying. Delivered items bv
Collegemama.com will also be folded. "We want to be
Madison's mom away from mom, provide high-qualitv
cleaning services and want to earn the title as 'Madison's
B1 Geaners'," said Pahlevani.
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Adam Carolla is 'hot
Hollywood property'
Starring in two new TV shows,
plansfor morning radio show
BY MARTIN MILLER

Los

ANGELES TIMES

As a young man, Adam
Carolla believed "something"
— preferably memorable and
funny — would break for him
in show business by the time he
was 30. He was wrong.
At the time, the best work
from the born-in-Philly, raised in-LA carpenter-tumed-comedian
was appearing on local floors,
walls and roofs, not on national
radio and television programs;
the closest he was coming to
the big time on a regular basis was listening to talk radio
as he pounded nails or spread
roof tar.
"I'd be at someone's house
or be up on the roof all day
and I'd get lonely — stir crazy
— and talk radio became this
soothing voice in my life," said
Carolla, who especially enjoyed
listening to morning drivetime shows. "But the idea that
I was making $10 an hour and
stacking drywall while these
guys were making a few hundred thousand, and they were
having a party, and there were
Playmates and there were good
times, I just couldn't imagine
it"
"I had two thoughts about
it" he added. "One was I could
do that and the next one was I'll
never get to do that."
He was wrong. Today, after
becoming known largely as a
comedic counterweight to radio
and television partners, Carolla
has become a hot Hollywood
property on his own.
Earlier this month, the now
41-year-old known for his mix
of crude humor and edgy wit
launched 'Too Late With Adam
Carolla" on cable's Comedy
Central. In October, he rolls out a
program on cable's TLC, a home
improvement show called "The
Adam Carolla Project" in which
he buys and rehabs his childhood
home in North Hollywood.
"Adam doesn't need a partner," said Jimmy Kimmel, who
co-hosted The Man Show"'

with Carolla for five years before
landing his own late-night talk
show on ABC. "The guy is just
funny. He has a strung opinion
on almost every topic. You can
ask him about sea monkeys or
shoelaces and he has a strong
opinion. And when he gets going, you're just a bystander."
Most impressive — or perhaps daunting — may be that
Carolla is poised to take over
for shock jock Howard Stern
in the key California markets
of Los Angeles, San Diego and
San Francisco sometime late
this year or early next. While
he said nothing has been signed
yet with Infinity Broadcasting,
whose contract with Stem expires at the end of the year, Carolla acknowledged that a deal is
imminent. (Infinity spokeswoman Karen Mateo would say only
that "there is no announcement
at this time.")
"It's hard to say when it will
start" Carolla said after taping
his late-night show recently at
Hollywood Center Studios. "I'm
not being evasive; I really have
no idea. Right now, I hope if s
later rather than sooner."
For a guy who's on record
as despising a heavy workload
— he once quipped, "Figure out
what you wanna do, then take a
nap" — Carolla is doing a good
imitation of a workaholic. Some
wonder whether he will be able
to multitask between mediums
or whether he'll eventually fall
into the ranks of radio personalities who failed in TV.
"Historically; ifs been hard
to make the transition from radio
to television and from television
to radio. They involve different
psychologies," said Michael Harrison, editor of the radio industry magazine Talkers. "But he's a
talented guy, and I think this is a
smart way for him to go. Either
he has it or he doesn't. We'll find
out soon, won't we?"
So far the show's initial ratings haven't exactly blown up
the late-night landscape, attracting less than 1 percent of
the 18- to 49-year-old late-night

MARTIN MlU.iJU.oi Angeles Time*
"So tar I've done a pretty good job of keeping the ratings down on just about everything I've done," Carolla Jokingly said, at
the taping of an episode of "Too Late With Adam Carolla." "Too Urte" aired on Comedy Central In early August 2005.

audience share, according to
Comedy Central executives,
who believe it will take time
for the ratings to build.
The critics have been mixed
as well. They generally praise
Carolla's incisive satirical abilities but knock his penchant for
base humor that frequently
relies upon crude insults and
jokes about masturbation and
homosexuality. Comedy Central
has committed to airing three
months of the new show and
will re-evaluate after that point.
The show's look and feel
are more radio than late-night
television. There's no monologue, script, bandleaders or
big-name celebrities. The audience is seated close to Carolla, who sits center stage in
a big chair. He regularly takes
phone calls, does a comedy bit
or two and riffs with a guest,
a varied list that has included
former "Saturday Night Live"
performer Kevin Nealon, astronaut Buzz Aldrin and comic Louis CK.
Carolla jokes about the

lARqesc selection w ecoy ieiueUy in comn

show being a work in progress,
and has realistic expectations
about its cultural reach.
"I know this show is never
going to have mass appeal,"
he said. "It's going to be a nice
little boutique. This is going
to have its own indie-college
kind of vibe. I'm fine with that.
We're not going to be Ford or
CM over here, we're going to
be Saab. But that's OK, they
have dedicated owners."
Despite the Zen-like attitude about the show's place
in the media universe, Carolla,
the son of a psychologist is
aware of being judged. In fact
it's unmistakable, especially
in the first weeks of a show.
He receives frequent '"notes"
from executives about how to
sit where to look and when to
let loose.
"When you do television,
there's more to do, and when
you do new television, there's
a lot more to do, especially
when you don't have partner.
I miss not having that person," said Carolla, who since

the mid-1990s has co-hosted
the nationally syndicated radio show "Loveline" with Dr.
Drew Pinsky. "So, right now
I'm like 40 percent acclimating, leaving about 60 percent
of my brain left for being
clever."
At the Television Critics Association media tour in July, the
pressure of his upcoming spate
of television and radio projects
apparently got to Carolla. He
unloaded on a cntic who questioned whether his TLC snow
was less of a financial risk than
was being claimed.
"Write something (lousy)
about the show and give the
mike to somebody else, please.
I don't care if any of you like
the show. It's going to be a
great show and you'll just be
wrong,"
Carolla reportedly yelled at
Deseret Morning News critic
Scott D. Pierce. The critics "hated 'The Man Show' and everyone had a problem with 'Loveline.' Everyone has a problem
with everything I do, but the

shows are good."
But by his first week into
taping his Comedy Central
show, Carolla seemed calm,
open and even self-deprecating about his on-the-rise show
business career.
"So far I've done a pretty
good job of keeping the ratings
down on just about everything
I've done," he said.
He expects an easier transition into the time slot for
Stern's morning show. Carolla's similar brand of humor
and his on-air friendship with
Stern won't hurt his fflWtftf
of retaining whatever portion
of the shock jock's audience
that doesn't make the leap to
satellite radio. It was Stern
himself who initially revealed
to his loyal morning audience
that Carolla was his heir apparent in California.
"It should be like a salmon
taking to open water," Carolla
said. "I've done so much morning radio that I won't be overwhelmed by it, but ifs still going to be a challenge."
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Buy One Cone or Cup
£r Get One FREE!
FLAVORS OF THE WEEK:
South Main St. and
Downtown:

<Blach
flaa[MJb&rry
Waffle Cones .55 Extra
1 coupon per person Expires 9.10.05 H'burg Stores Only
58 E. Wolfe St Er 2425 S. Main St, Harrisonburg

540-434-6980

540-434-4014
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SEPTEMBER 1:
Def Poetry Jam at 7 p.m. in the Festival
Q.^IJ. Conference and Student Center Grand
^■V Ballroom
""
Gold Crown Billiards 8-Ball Tournament
starting at 7:30 p.m.

1

New Dance Festival at 8 p.m. in the
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre

SEPTEMBER 4:
Open DJ at
The Artful
Dodger:
bring your
M^ own vinyl
International
SEPTEMBER 2:
Night at
New Dance Festival at 8 p.m. in the
La Hacienda
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre
featuring
music from
Latino Night at La Hacienda (B)
around the
College Night at Pupuseria Salvadorena
world
hosted by DJ Hypnotiq. JMU students get
(includes hipin free with JAC Card (C)
hop, techno,
Groovin' At The Pub: live music or DJ
salsa and
*$ reggae)
SEPTEMBER 3:
Stable Roots
M Live music from the band Copperpot from
(reggae
jW* New Jersey at Cups To Go
music) at
© T\ Latino Night at La Hacienda
The Pub
^ Latin Girls Party Night at Pupuseria
Salvadorena: every Saturday 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Live music at the Artful Dodger (A
on map)
Open Mic Night at Cups To Go starting
at 7:30 p.m. (D)
Jimmy O playing at Finnigan's Cove

n

B3CK

to

We fc/f<J

6:33 Kick-off on Court Square
Sunday, September 11, 2005

Cook-out on the Square @5:33
Contemporary Worship @ 6:33
Sarah's Ice Cream Truck @ 7:33
Come as you are!
First Presbyterian Church on Court Square
17 N. Court Square
(across from Calhoun's)
540-434-6551
www.firstpreshbg.org
Transportation available from Godwin Hall Lot at 5:15pm

FAT-CAT
COMPUTERS

Welcome Back Students!

mc

726 East Market Street
H<irrisen burg. VA 22801

540-801-0681
New & Used
Computers and Laptops

Call for a Tee-Timefao) 454-8957
Show Your Student I.D. and
Rccicve a 20% Discount on Green Fees Monday-Friday.
Throughout the School Year!

Repairs for Computers,
Laptops & X Box
See Homelownmuiic.net for mote information

Also parts, cables, etc.

:i990SH*MSM1<9«HMri 104IWK 1frS Sttirfry, CtMdSwfryJ

Lake view Golf Course
4101 Shen Lake Drive
Harrisonburg, Va 12801

Fax: (540) 433-J'iO
Davcgoode ngol HS40l.com

W< Lome B.cL Students!

AB£ Cao_
fares you have ll'IISlCil lor w;irs

-*

ft

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusner, MD Louis E. Nelson III, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse, FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
To be considered you must
have experience and good
work ethic.
Resumes are currently being
accepted at the Breeze
office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

Monday - Fnday 8:30-5:00

Major & minor repairs, state inspections,

Southside Auto
coach and chassis service on all
makes & models, warranty work welcome
Truck & RV
Service
Welcome Back Special
$10 off Oil Changes
(most vehicles)

540-433-8434

exp. 9.30.05

Mon-Fri8am - 5pm
4711 S. Valley Pike
(Behind Smith's furniture)
www.southsideautorv.com

MM

.;•*

For more information, contact Nathan Chiantella
(chiantna@jmu.edu) or Alex Sirney (sirneyac@jmu.edu)

miiim—

CLASSIFIED

HFor
Rent_
— .

TOWNHOi'SE FOR RENT (a Hunter's
Ridge 4 Bedroom*. Washer and dryer. Sp»
Walking distance lo JMD $250.00 a month
per person utilities not included Security
deposit and tint month rent required
Call <540>-298-27l6 or (540)810-2191
ROOMATKS NEEDED hilly furnished
Apt includes laundry, microwave,
dishwasher. CAC. walk lo JMU $265
per person includes ALL UTILITIES,
security
deposit/no
smoking
(540) 740-2688 or pnapierQjhenlelnet

Find someone lo sublease
your apartment through
The Breeze classifieds'
Go to wwmikftntvort/cUus\tfi3
to place your ad today1
BARTENDING! $250/day Potential
No experience necessary
Training
provided. (800) 965-6520 Ext2l2
SEEKING
IXPIKIIMH)
DJ Earn Top Dollar
Call Mike
afternoon/evenings (540)
442-9097

THK BKI I
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ATTENTION STUDENTS Need Money.
And the Time to Study'1 Work part time
evenings and spend your days hitting
the hooks We are looking lor energetic.
dependable individuals with the desire
to succeed.
For more information
call 434-8750 and ask for Becky

RELIABLEIIARD-WORKERNEEDED
for odd jobs, yardwork. light carpentry.
References and interview required.
Must have own vehicle. (540)810-3631

STUDENT TO WORK Fridays and
Saturdays at local business. Must have
Business. Computer and telephone skills
Good working conditions Call 433-1234

We will pick you up! Must be available Fri

STUDENTS TO HELP ON HORSE
FARM in exchange for lessons Jt
riding privileges 30 mm from JMU.
Opportunity to show and foxhunt
Flexible hn 828-3223 for information

'HANELLO'S P1//-A Phone operator/
pi/ja makers wanted Fast-paced, fun

Services

■WR'IT£RS

oc Sal night Must be able to work LATE
open until 4am). IV1 available. Great
nay and food discounts Please do not
call store to apply. 271-0632, ask for Pat

INSTRUCTORS
NEEDED
for
VUt The Breeze Oaliec Clintlrli!
Sat, gymnastics classes, on JMU
NANNY
NEEDED
Experienced, campus
Starting Sept. 10.
More
Place your ad online and II will
$225 Bedroom in 4 room apartment enthusiastic care provider wanted,
appear in our twice-weekly prim
Call
540 476-3395
Hunters Ridge
i540) 2",l-633'' in my home, for 3 children. Hours: Information
product AND In our online edition'*
Mondays, 7:30 am 5 pm. Valid driver's (HAM I I <>'S CI//A Delivery Driven
license, non-smoker,
transportation Needed. Must have own car with clean
Visit
wwwjhebreeze org/classifieds'.
and references required. Call 810-5625 driving record and insurance Flexible
BIODILSH
MB 240D FOR SALE
Well Maintained, very reliable, runs JOIN THE TARC TEAM Looking scheduling to work around class limes. PART TIME
Local Business
on biodiesel. veggie oil, or regular for enthusiastic individuals who enjoy PART-TIME WORK AVAILABLE Must seeking a Personable Multitasker
dicsel.
$2000
(540)
246-3982 working with diversified cultures be available to close either In or Sat Webpage Development & Graphic
(closingtime 4am)CASHPAIDDAII YM
Design a Must (540) 433-1833
P/ T FT ESOL Instructors P/ T FT GED
Drivers average over $100 per shift. TO
FURNITURE
Modern
black
Instructor. Full-time Director with human
oversized sofa and matching love seat
APPLY CALL 271 -0632. ASK FOR PAT WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey.
resource and business experience Send
- 1 year old. $550 (540) 564-1898
1
www GelPaidToThink com
resume ASAP to TARC. Inc. "Training to
WAITRESSESS
NEEDED:
Appl>
Achieve Rewarding Careers", Pal Luth,
ART/DRAFTING TABLE 31" i
in person at Jess' Lunch Downtown PORT ROAD DAIRY QUFEN NOW
CEO, 250 East Elizabeth Street Suite 117
variable height $50. sienrilfr'ajn
Accepting Applications for part-time
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22802 or Fax to
WANTED: DEPENDABLE. CREATIVE positions Evening and weekend shifts
LOFT
Timbemest
$200 540-442-6375. Positions will be opened students to provide child care for area
available Flexiblehours.competitivepay
delivered and assembled. Carpets until the best qualified applicant submits families Full time or part time. NonApply in person. 810 Port Republic Road
7X9.
9X12.
(540>
433-8231 his/ her application. (540) 442-6165 smokingamust. L-nuil/fc* UeyMrhncom
at
ChildCare
Connection
CHILDCARE
Looking for 1-2 graduate
CAREGIVER
NEEDED
FOR
students to care for 2 children in our
transporting children and light housework
home Elementary teachers schedule
G Y MN ASTICS
INSTRUCTOR Flexible hours, after 3 p.m. References
References preferred (540) 828-45^2
Harrisonburg Parks A Recreation is and interview required (540) 810-3631
looking for gymnastics instructors for
its recreational gymnastics classes. RADK) BOARD OP Easy Radio Inc
Classes meet Monday A Wednesday is looking for a reliable board operator.
LAPTOP
WANTED
Seeking
afternoons Call David at (540) 433-9168 Part Time. No experience necessary
Apple Mac Laptop - i-Book or
Security
deposit
and
first Email
nuon'detisyradiotnc com
or
Powerbook Call Bob (540) 298-0093
month
rent
required stop by 130 University Blvd. EOE

For Sale

No expenence necessary, e-mail
Breeze Edilor9 Hotmail torn
if interested!

SEXUAL
ASSAULT
SUPPORT
GROUP for survivors is forming. The

group provides a safe, confidential
environment to share experiences.
Contact Laura (boydh*-tijmuedv) for
more information (540) 568-2831
FIND
BABYSITTING
JOBS.
babysitters or nannies at CallforSitters
com' Sitters, register today for Free!

Travel
Spring Breakers
Bool Mh I PMI
Lowtat pneaa. hottatt dartnabonsl
8ook15»2FratTnj»orCa»h
FiMMMfc«P.TtMby11/7
Highest Cornntaaton Batt Travat Parka

Help Wanted"

Wanted

wwwjuuplashtours com
800-426-7710

SPRING BREAK 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica. Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you connected?
Sell Trips, Earn Cash A Travel Free! Call
for group discounts Info/ Reservations
800-648-4849
www slstravel com

The Breeze
what JMU reads.
Only Raw Bar in Harrisonburg
Catering Available

Come Down FbrT^J

3051 S. Main Street, Harrisonburg
(540) 432 - 6403
Monday-Thursday 10am-9pm
Friday & Saturday 10am-10pm
Sunday 12-7pm

T>Buy 2 VHS/DVDs<j
Get the 3RD one FREE!!
LINGERIE • MAGAZINES • VIDEOS • DVDS • ADULT NOVELTIES

Wilderness Voyagers
OciDOUK WliAK & Eul PMENI
1544 E Market St. Harrisonburg. Va

Buy any NoSffi^

54Q-434"7234

ntei^inment
i*"

1/2 Price Appetizer
Appetizei Menu

We now hove wireless inte
Todd Schlabach:

Friday, Sept. 2
The Bright Wings:
Saturday, Sept.

Daily 4-9 pm
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
PoBoy
Ham&Turkey, and more...
Wings- 2S« each Mon&Thurs
eat in only

Salads
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh fish and steak
Tuesday crablegs
10.99/lb
Wed Oysters

Jimmy 0'
Thai
Starting

5.00/ Doz

Vault or Yavapai (I or II)
t

1650 cum

4|BW

#10VXKzipper ffl WL.

Mention this ad
and get 15% OFF

1 Lb. 7 oz.
winter

V^kW
il ^4lti

MW Atar St Htanvcrtwi
70a<wVVWillim-]un
41J.9874

1B50CU. In.
#IOYKK*pa
HyOaflon
compatible

SEAFOOD BAR

& GRILL

Who Wants $100?
It's that time of year again and the crew at James McHone Jewelry is ready for its first

$100 CASH GIVEAWAY.
When: Thursday September 1st, 5:30 p.m.
Where: In front of Wilson Hall on the Quad
How: Simply wear any T-shirt with a
James Mel lone logo and be selected

,*,

JAMES MCHONE
antique

Don't have one? Come visit us downtown to get a

FREE James McHone T-Shirt
Located Downtown on Court Square next to Bank of America
Go to www.McHoneJewelry.com
One winner per event. James Mil lone Jewelry reserve* the right to cancel or change term* of i In- giveaway

HI

any lime for any reason.

jewelry
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Shop from the largest
selection of used books.
Spend $100 on textbooks
this term & get
o
off your next pun

&-& JAMES
■^▼MADISON
UNIVERSITY,
BOOKSTORE
www.jmu.bkstr.com* (540)568-6121

:ollett!com
ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.

•Not valid with any other offer. Regular price merchandise
only. Valid on general reading books, school supplies,
clothing, gifts - excludes textbooks, Medical arid Law
Reference Books and computer hardware and software.
Offer valid 10/02/05 -10/08/05.
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2005 Football Preview

Recruits ready to perform
Class of '09
finishes first
football camp
BY MEACAN MIHM MI
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Making the adjustment to
college life is different for everyone — especially when your
first experience is foining a national championship team.
That's what JMTU's newest
big shots are facing as their first
college football camp comes to
a close. The Dukes recruited 25
fresh faces over the course of
last season and the incoming
football recruits are arguably
the most talented class rite program has ever seen.
However, it wasn't luck that
brought these freshmen here. It
was trie success the team experienced in the postseason last
year. It was the nabonal tide.
"Having the exposure we
had on RSPN and the new facility on campus really helped us
in our ability to recruit" JMU
coach Mickey Matthews said.
Last year the (Ml football
program had between 10 and
12 scholarships to offer. This
vear they had 22 available to

bring in some top athletes.
"We have had an influx of talent and recruiting is something
that is imperative to the future of
the program," Matthews said.
Although these talented
high school athletes are receiving scholarships and alt
the perks of being collegiate
athletes, one thing they might
not get a whole lot of is playing time. With a national
championship team that is
returning 12 starters and 16
seniors, there will be some
major competition.
The recruits know that.
With such depth at positions like running back, new
players will have a tough time
getting into games.
They'll have to look for
their chances on special teams.
If a younger player is on a social
teams unit they can get a lot of
time according to Matthews.
"Camp was tough and a
brand new experience," freshman linebacker Trae Kenney
said. "College football is a lot
harder and there is a lot more
to know. I just feel honored to
be a part of the program."
Matthews said. There are
four or five new players who
could challenge for backup
positions, but their real opportunity will be to play on
some special teams."

Vying (or the backup positions gives some of the new
recruits the experience they
need and also gives them the
opportunity to leam from
some of the older players.
"We can go to players and
find what we need to find out"
Kenney said.
Even if they don't need
to find out, the older players
won't hesitate to give advice
to the younger players during
practice and after plays.
"Whatever we don't know,
they let us know every single
time," Kenney said.
One particular group of
freshmen recruits that may
have the biggest opportunity is
the wide-outs. After starting junior wide receivers D.D. Boxley
dislocated his ankle last week
during a drill, some freshmen
may have a chance to step up.
"We have a lot of depth,''
freshman wide receiver Bosco
Williams said. "People will have
to fill in because it's a big loss."
Another area the Dukes
suffered a major loss was at
tight end. Tom Ridley graduated last year after receiving
All-Atlantic 10 honors and being the team's third-leading
receiver behind Boxley and
the graduated Nic Tolley.
"J.D. Skolnitsky had a
good camp and looks really

Sports Network

3HH3IIHE

CHZHIM
I. James Madison (49)
2.Furman(21)
3. Montana (14)
4. Eastern Washington (11)
5. Southern Illinois (3)
6. Georgia Southern
7. New Hampshire
8. Western Kentucky
9.William&Mary(1)
10. Delaware Blue
II. Northwestern State
12. Northern Iowa
13. Hampton

14. Lehigh Mountain
15. Massachusetts (1)
16. Sam Houston State
17.CalPoly
18. Montana State
19. Harvard (1)
20. Jacksonville State
21.Wofford
22. North Dakota State
23. Texas State
24.Hofstra
25. Grambling State

good," Matthews said.
Although Skolnitsky performed well at camp, he is
will still have to battle returning seniurtight ends Casime
Harris and Sean Connaghan
for playing time.
"I might get an opportunity
to play, but the game is a lot faster and the competition is better,"
Skolnitsky said. "Casime and
Scan are both really good."
On the defensive side, one
new player who will see some
playing time is junior transfer
safety Phil Minafield.
Minafield made the journey
to JMU after playing two years
at Hutchinson Community College in Kansas. In high school,
he played with junior starting
quarterback Justin Rascati and
will start in the secondary after
being recruited as a linebacker.
Both JMU and JMU football are new experiences for
the recruits, but everyone on
the team can identify with one
universal unknown territory.
That unknown territory is
defending a national championship. However, the journey
on which the team is about to
embark doesn't phase any
of the new guys. They know
what they want.
"I want a ring, because I
wasn't here last year," Kenney
said "I want to do it again."

Starters Returning: 10
Offense: 5
Defense: 5
Lettermen Returning: 36
Offense: 17
Defense: 14
Specialists: 5

Lettermen Lost: 29
Offense: 13
Defense: 14
Specialists: 2

2005 Football Preview
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2005 JMU OPPONENT OUTLOOK
BY MEAGAN MIHALKO
ASSISTANT SPOUTS FOTTUft

University of Delaware
Coach: K.C. Keeler
2004 Record: 9-4
The Blue Hens look to become
(he first team in the conference to
make three consecutive trips to the
playoffs. They lost a double overtime game to the College of William
and Mary in the NCAA quarterfinal
game in 2004. They return six offensive starters including seniors
David Boler and Brian Ingram who
have over 100 career receptions.
Senior tackle Tom Parks leads the
Blue Hen's four returning defensive
starters. Parks led the league with
10 sacks last season. The Blue Hens
were the 2003 Division I-AA National Champions.
Hofitra University
Coach: Joe Gardi
2004 Record: M
The Pride return 19 starters and
lost four. Among the returning offensive starters is sophomore wide
receiver Charles Sullivan who set
an A-10 freshman record with his
average 6.18 receptions per game.
In addition to Sullivan, senior wide
receivers Devale Ellis and Marques
Colston return to complete a dangenms receiving trio. Returning
senior linebackers Cole Haley and
Gian Villante will lead Hofstra's
defense. Both were All-Conference
players in 2004.

University of Maine
Coach: Jack Cosgrove
2004 Record: 5-6
Junior quarterback Ron Whitcomb leads the Black Bears' offense.
Whitcomb had at least one touchdown pass in 21 of his 22 career
starts and has 43 career touchdown
passes. Returning senior linebacker
jermaine Walker was second among
the Black Bears' defense last year
with 98 total tackles. The University
of Maine lost 11 starters.
University of Massachusetts
Coach: Don Brown
2004 Record: 6-5
The University of Massachusetts returns 19 starters, including
senior quarterback Tim Day and
Atlantic 10 Defensive Player of the
Year Shannon James. Day passed for
2.481 yards in his first season as a
starter, but also threw a league-high
17 interceptions. James, a safety, intercepted a league-high eight passes, and enters the 2005 campaign
with 16 career interceptions.
University of Richmond
Coach: Dave Clawson
2004 Record: 3-8
The Spiders return nine defensive starters including three defensive linemen and five players who
made at least 30 stops in the previous season. Senior quarterback
Stacy Tutt leads the Spiders offense
that has eight returning starters.
Among those starters is senior tail-

back David Freeman who finished
third in the league in rushing. Senior wide receiver Harry Wilson led
Richmond in 2004 with 56 receptions and 782 yards.
Towson University
Coach: Gordy Combs
Record: 3-8
Towson University opens their
2005 campaign returning their complete offensive line. In addition to
the o-ltne, sophomore quarterback
Andrew Goldbeck returns. He will
look to junior wide-out Andrae
Brown, who led the team last season with 35 receptions. Defensively,
the Tigers return six starters, including sophomore defensive end John
Webb, who recorded 95 tackles last
season. Cornerback All ante Harrison also returns after finishing second in the league in 2004 with seven
interceptions.
Villanova University
Coach: Andy Talley
Record: 6-5
The Wildcats finished fourth
in 2004 and wilt look to returning
junior quarterback Marvin Burroughs for offensive leadership.
Wide-out II. Outlaw returns after
leading Villanova last season with
57 receptions and seven touchdown
catches. On defense, the Wildcats
have two-time All-Conference First
Team selection Darrell Adams, who
recovered five fumbles and had 40
tackles. The Wildcats defense aver-

aged the lowest yards per carry in
the A-10 in 2004.

vious quarterback, Tim Storino
graduated.

College of William and Mary
Coach: I i mm vi- Lay cock
Record: 11-3
After finishing tied for first in
the South in 2004 the Tribe returns
17 starters. They will be looking
to a new quarterback after Lang
Campbell graduated. Campbell had
30 touchdowns in 2004 and led the
Tribe to the semifinals of the NCAA
championship where they lost to
the eventual National Champions.
JMU. He was also named the Offensive Player of the Year. Senior
defensive end Adam O'Connor
will anchor the Tribe defense that
finished second in the Atlantic 10
with 30 sacks. Senior place kicker
Greg Kuehn also returns after being
named the 2004 Atlantic 10 Special
Teams Player of the Year. Kuehn led
the country with 19 field goals and
has 46 career field goals.

Coastal Carolina University
Coach: David Bennett
Record: 10-1
In just their third year, the
Coastal Carolina University football
program is looking to repeat the
success they experienced last year
by winning the Big South Conference Title. They were picked to defend their title and have 22 returning starters. Among those returning
is running back Patnck Hall who
was named the Big South Offensive Player of the Year in 2004. Tyler Thigpen will return as the starting quarterback. He threw for over
1,000 yards last season before his
season-ending shoulder injury. Defensive lineman Kelvin Mclver was
named as the preseason Defensive
Player of the Year.

Lock Haven University
Coach: John Klacik
Record: 3-8
First year coach John Klacik
will lead the Bald Eagles in their
2005 season. Junior defensive end
Brad Sones will anchor the defense. Last season he had seven
tackles for a loss. IxKk Haven also
has a strong cornerback trio returning to complete their defense.
Quarterback Rob Krishniak will
most likely take over after pre-

studio-

Delaware State University
Coach: Alton Lavan
Record: 4V7
The Hornets enter their 2005
campaign with the uncertainty of
who their starting quarterback will
be. Senior quarterback Bryan Letts
is not returning due to personal
reasons. The Hornets return wide
receiver Shahecr McBnde, who was
the 2004 Mid-hastem Athletic Conference Rookie-of-the-Year. Defensively they will look to linebackers
Sam Smith and Russell Reeves, two
of the best backs in the MEAC.
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professional hair designs

www.thastudiohairsalon.com

^

tues/thurs 9am-7pm
weds/fri
9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-2pm

and you just thought we did hair...

COLLEGE SPECIAL!
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skin care
— facials, body polish and hand treatment

nail cart
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— manicure & pedicure

GAULEY: Class ll-IV Rapids •

■Jwe'nturous-First-timerb Welcome

waxing
— brow, legs, bikini and more
NEW! Massages
■■■ a variety now offered
full service hair car*
— cufs, coloring, foil highlights and more
* also products by AVEDA, REDKEN A Dermalogtea
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Sunday Trips Only $99
Your Choice of Upper or
Lower Gauley Rafting!

540 434 8188

I380 E. Market St. Harrisonburg, VA 22802
Bring this ad andrecievt 10% on first visit I
1—

UPPER GAULEY: Class V Rapids
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FILL A BOAT!
I Bring $ people and the group
[ off anlztr foes rafting for freef
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«J NORTH AMERICAN
$BL RIVER RUNNERS, INC.
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Reigning national champion Dukes
deal with life in the aftermath and the
bull's-eye on their backs

Junior quarterback
Justin Rascati

STORY BY JAMES IRWIN
SENIOR WRITER

NcI ot 20 minutes into his off-sea-

son, his clothes still drenched from the
ceremonial Gatorade shower, Mickey
Matthews faced the inevitable question.
JMU font were still celebrating in the
parking lot. The field lights at Max Finley Stadium in Chattanooga, Tenn., were
still on. The victory cigar was still in its
plastic wrapping and someone already
w anted to know about next season.
"Wow, you guys don't waste any
time, do you?" Matthews said, laughing.
"Why don't you let me enjoy this for a
second?"
Despite his humor, Matthews barely
basked in the championship any longer
than the beat reporter who asked the
question. In the current world of college football, enjoying something for a
second means just that. There's no such
thing as being complacent.
So a few days aiter Christmas, barely
10 days after winning the program's first
national title, Matthews and his staff
were back at work, making up for lost
time. After spending four straight weeks
on the road, JMU football — national
championship and all — was behind in
the recruiting race.
"We did not recruit a day in the
month of December," Matthews said in
an interview last February. "When you
have home playoff games, you can go
recruit on Fridays. We were on the road
and there's no question that hurt us."
In the end, the national exposure
outweighed the lack of time. Six weeks
after lifting the championship trophy
over his head, Matthews announced the
signing of 25 scholarship players, the
best recruiting class in his JMU coaching tenure. And with many skill position
players returning, expectations — both
amongst the fans and in the locker room
— are nigher than usual.
"We kind of have a swagger," sophomore free safety Tony LeZotte said "It's
not cockiness, but we're walking out
here confident every day knowing that
we've done it before and that hopefully
we can achieve that goal again."
Winning also draws attention.
UZotte and his teammates quickly
learned that success on the field comes
at the pnee of losing your anonymity
off it At the beginning of the season,
Ix-Zotte wasn't even the most recognized football player in his house — that
distinction went to older brother Matt a
three-year starter at quarterback. But by

the end of the season — after an estimated four million people watched [MU's
three nationally televised playoff games
— some were calling Tony the best defensive player in the state.
"Other people not at JMU got to
see us play during the playoffs," junior
quarterback Justin Rascati said. 'They
got to see what we can do. They got to
see that 1-AA football isn't much less
than 1-A and that we have players at that
level."
Much like LeZotte, Rascab underwent a similar transformation of fame.
His arrival from Louisville last summer
came with minimal media attention and
even less fanfare. But when Rascati completed 70 percent of his passes during
JMU's playoff run and led the Dukes to a
come-from-behind win against Furman
in the NCAA quarterfinals, he became
the face of the program's resurgence.
"You can tell by the way Harrisonburg is now, compared to before,"
LeZotte said. "The community is coming onto JMU football and we're packing
the house during games. You're ready to
go each and every Saturday because so
many people want to come out and support you. If s a whole lot more exciting
to play right now."
But while winning and change are
intertwined in many cases, sometimes
the two simply coincide. This Saturday
hours before tne season opener, the university will officially unveil the Robert
and Francis Plecker Athletic Performance Center, a $10 million faality with
new equipment rooms, sports medicine
facilities, a strength and conditioning
center and a football team locker room.
It also will house team meeting rooms,
a JMU Hall of Fame, an academic center
and is guarded by a five-foot tall, sevenfoot long, one ton bronze Duke Dog in
the courtyard in front of the main entrance.
"Coincidence is an interesting thing,"
JMU athletic director Jeff Bourne said in
an interview last March. "We laughed
along the way in the playoffs and said,
'Wouldn't it be nice to open this building and have people walk into the hall of
fame an-a and stare at a national championship trophy?* And little did we know
that's what the case will be."
But as media attention continued
to build around JMU's new athletic facilities and title defense, the Dukes —
amidst all the change — went thmugh
training camp with a monotonous sense

of normality. As far as the product on the field is concerned,
Matthews and his players said there is no major difference between
last preseason and this
preseason. The goals
haven't changed at all,
only the circumstances surrounding them.
"Everyone a round
here is going to want
a repeat but we
can't think like
that right now,"
Rascati said.
"There's
two seasons,
getting
to the
playoffs
and
then
w i n ning i
the playoffs.
We have to stay focused."
But staying focused
and keeping things simple
won't be easy. Where JMU
was once the hunter, it is
now the hunted. With the
new hardware came new
uniforms after the Dukes
inked a five-year deal with
Nike. Success also brought
the program into new territory. The Dukes come into
the 2005 season ranked
No. 6 in the country.
They also are favored
to win the Atlantic 10,
lofty predictions that
add to the desire for
sustained success.
"Our goal is to get
there," Matthews said, meaning the
playoffs. "To put ourselves in a position
to fight for it again. I think we'd be very
disappointed if we didn't give ourselves
that shot."
So how does Matthews plan to combat expectations that cannot be exceeded? How will he pilot his team through
a season full of increased media attention and fan scrutiny? And how will the
Dukes deal with the oversized bull's-eye
on their backs?
Can they just ignore it?

"You really have to," Matthews said. 'The fact
that we're defending champs won't score us one
point this year. Anything we did last year is last year
and we've been making our players aware of that."
Thus far the Dukes have gotten the message.
If they can block it all out, they might find themselves in Chattanooga again and Matthews might
be back on the podium answering questions after
another championship. Should that happen, he
would satisfy all critics and meet all expectations
of his team's title defense. Perhaps he'll even get
to enjoy the moment.
For a second, anyway.
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SEE HOW THEY RUN
Trio of running backs carries offense; line rebuilt for 2005
BY MATTHEW STOSS
SPORTS [DfTOK

The |Ml football team has a
problem. It has three running backs
and but one position for them to
play.
There are other options. They
could line up a surplus back somewhere
else along trie offense, invent ways and
plays to feature multiple backs in the
backfield, or they could just play one
like everyone else, but any way you
look at it, there are worse offensive problems a defending national champion football team could
have.
"We'll see how it goes. It could
certainly be running back by committee," coach Mickey Matthews said.
"We're going to play the best players,
but it's a great problem to have — but
t's still a problem. We're not democratic,
democratic coaches are fired coaches."
Last year, the Dukes ran to a national
title. In the Division l-AA championship
game Dec. 17, Madison put together three
70-yard plus scoring drives on the legs of
their running backs and the physical dispo-

sition of its offensive line.
The junior duo of Maurice Fenner and
Alvin Banks rushed for 252 yards combined
on 42 carries in Chattanooga, Tenn., (including 164 for Fenner) while senior Raymond Hines — the third guy, who was the
team's leading rusher — was sidelined with
an injury.
Coming into the season, Hines had been
third on the depth chart, but injuries to
Fenner and Banks led to increased playing
time.
"It's about hard work, dedication, not
giving up and having faith," Hines said.
"You never know what's going to happen
in football, you never know what's going to
happen in life."
For the season, Hines bolted for 1,038
yards on 213 touches. Fenner sniffed the
1000-yard mark with 975 on 173 and Banks,
who played in nine out of JMU's 15 games
due to injury still picked up 554 yards on
118 attempts — and all of them averaged
around five yards per carry.
"It feels real good to have us all healthy,"
Fenner said. "Since we're all healthy, if one
of us loses a step, the other ones are there to
come in. We just want to really stay healthy
and get ready for our first game."

Going into Saturday's season opener
against Lock Haven University, Matthews
said the depth chart in the backfield read
Banks and Hines as 1A and IB.
But this year, the Dukes lost three reasons for the trio's success: Leon Steinfeld,
George Burns and |amaal Crowder, or in
other words, large men who specialized in
moving people without asking.
"We just like to be a physical bunch and
get in there and mix it up," senior guard
Matt Magerko said.
Returning on that offensive line are
starters Magerko, a 6-foot, 300-lb. senior
guard who is a 2005 preseason All-Atlantic 10 selection and Corey Davis, a 6-foot 4,
340-lb. junior tackle.
To supplant the losses, Madison will
look to fiftn-year senior Harry Dunn — a
6-foot-7, 330-lb. tackle and Virginia Tech
transfer Mike Parham, who is a 6-foot, 280lb. junior guard that quickly earned a spot
with the first team.
"It was a concern losing three starters.
That's big," Banks said. "But Harry has
started before and Mike Parham played a
big-time school — Virginia Tech — and Anderson Braswell is a fifth-year senior, so he
should be ready by now."

MATTHEW STOSS/fffMor phou^raphrr

DefensiveDetemlinat.on

Sophomore free sanity
Tony LeZotte

Top-ranked unit returns for round two with something to prove
Bv Aux SiRNrv
SLNKOi WKTTEK

The I Ml defense ranked as
one of the best in the country last
season, but this year's squad isn't
sitting still at the top.
Five starters are returning from
last year, and the defense has been
working to replace them while injuries in practice have created opportunities for second-team players to step in.
"We haven't broken the huddle
with our first-team defense yet this
year," coach Mickey Matthews
said Monday.
He expects the first string to
play together for the first time
this week.
Matthews said position competitions included linebacker, where
lunior Akeem Jordan and sophomore Justin Barnes have missed
time. Sophomore Adam Ford
is also challenging senior Leon
Mi7*lle at the comerback position
while sophomore Nick Adams was
moved from free safety to strong
safety where he is challenging

sophomore Bruce Adams
Adams isn't the only player
shifting positions. Junior Isaiah
Dottin-Carter moved from strong
safety to linebacker.
With the shifting and injuries,
the new recruits have seen more
playing time. Matthews said
transfer junior Phil Minafietd will
start at weak safety and other
youngsters have been plugged in
at linebacker.
"We've asked the young guys
to step it up," senior comerback
Clint Kent said. They're fitting in
well. If * a big challenge. We have
big shoes to fill from last year"
Some big shoes from last year
remain filled. Kent, sophomore
free safety Tony LeZotte, senior
defensive end Isai Bradshaw, senior strong safety Bruce Johnson
and senior defensive tackle Frank
Cobbs are all returning.
Last year's defense was suffocating — JMU had the best rush defense in the country, allowing only
87.3 yards a game on the ground.
The Dukes also finished first in the
A in for points against, allowing

an average of 17.9 points a game.
"Our defense played really
well," LeZotte said. "Hopefully we
can do what we did last year."
The game plan is to do just
that.
Matthews said the defense
will look a lot like last year's 4-4,
a scheme that includes four down
lineman, two linebackers, and a
weak and strong safety who act as
more mobile outside linebackers.
"We're just going to get better
at what we do," Matthews said.
"There's a few new wrinkles on
both sides of the ball, but nothing
you'd recognize from the stands."
Matthews said that the defense would continue to be blitzoriented.
LeZotte stressed fundamentals
on defense.
"Tackling and not giving up
big plays is the key to defense,"
he said.
Fundamentals
include
strength and conditioning — and
Matthews likes the physique of
his team this year.
"We're bigger and stronger

than last year," he said.
"We recruit players to run
fast, then we put them
the weight room. We've
made strides in the
weight room
this year."
T h i
squad is going to need
the strength
as it makes
the run to
defend
the championship
trophy,
now resting in the
new Athletic Performance
Center.
"Everyone's
Soing to play
ieir
hardest
against us," Kent
said.
"We're
ready to get it
started."

AMY
PATERSON'
photo editor
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These area businesses
support JMU football.
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Cook Creek Presbyterian Qmrcb
*xa ML Caatoa Pike
Haniaoabarg. VMk 22*02
Chun* (S40) M7-S I 17

Co For It JMU Dukes!
IP ' 1 li
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Massanutten
Regional

Library

Cht<40l S74-4AI7

ftzusa Christian Center
VO'Bo^MCfiarnionfnirg, '111 22XOl

Located at 385 N.Mason St.
Harrisonburg, VA

'** ' ^«"^ci_/
mjoim 2

Services are
Sundays at 11 GO a.m.

Welcome Back, Dukes!

HARRISONBURG
CHURCH OF CHRIST
25 Maryland Ave.
Harrisonburg

Main Library 174 S. Main St. Harrisonburg
www.mrllb.org 540-434-447S

"Churches of Christ Salute You"
Romans 16:16

James Madison University
2004 National Champions
Go Dukes!
Your mom's home cooking
540

[is closer than you think]

434-7867
CALL NOW
TO BOOK
YOUR PARTY!

255 Cecil Wampler Road
ft Crawford
Juit Ofl Rt 11 ■ Behind Sysco Foodt

Pump If I p iv I HI pi*
1 birthda) panics, forvrii) frilcmil) club
fundmvrs. mcelinrt and olhci group ever** All panics are PKIVA11 ■■
Our arm- hat huge inflatable* that Ofaaaac and challenge children and
adults too' We tike care of cvgaiiiattoa, wperv iswn. set-up and clcan-up
w >ou can relax and enjoy the party loo!
OffcT^ahdj>nJ>^i*ne*bc^

Start off your semester with a little taste of home.

Old Country Store

Located to the right, off I-81 exit 143
121 Pleasant Valley Road, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (540) 574-3099
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TUTWILER
VIRGINIA
COUNTRY
STORE

N.Y.
Sryle
Day Spa and Salon
Free Haircut
With Color or Highlight

I < ami
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M-WI'VI-S

S«llh Mix

I .i r nidili s

P«,U

Syrup

1.1 IM t

' .offer X Ira

Spa Treatments
Massage
tils
ir Service

Also featuring products from
companies like:
Byrd Mill
Graves' Mountain
Pasta Valente
Woodpecker Farms
Chile Man
Golden Angels
Shawnee Springs
Route 11
Blue Crab Bay
Purely American
Olde Shenondooh
and others

Relaxation Awaits You!

Open Monday - Saturday 9am - 5pm

I ooil I ion Shopping (Vim i

Tom Tutwller, Owner
540.434.4334
124 S. Main SI.

*

Mun, Wed, In 10 am 6 pm
^.it 10 am-2 pm

Port Republic Kd '
Harrhonburg, Va
(540) 574 0808

Look for more
JMU football
all season in

The Breeze
steaming h^ t 1 a 11 e s

i

>^

M
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RESTAURANTS
V C ANTINA

There are hundreds of
great reasons to visit
historic & beautiful
downtown Staunton...
most of them hang out
atBajaBean.
♦
♦
♦
♦

A«*

Great food & prices!
Live music on Sunday!
Charming people!
NEVER a frat party!

9 W. Beverly Street
540.885.9988

LAUNDROMAT AND DRV CLEANERS

amazing lood
<i r t c> p e 11 i ii g s
'*&'.:'*•*!''£
live music
c ii I I u r e
you're in college now.

©Wash
FREE DRY!'
Wednesdays 6> Thursdays in
September and October 05

The

•tof ? tooa *«Mn ttt Oore lof dciah

Free Pickup/Delivery
•Dry Cleaning
•Laundry Wash 6> Fold 75<-lb.
Inin B I',,
OPEN 7AM-10PM 7 Days a Wk
(S40) 574-CLEAN
1630 Virginia Ave
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
(On nwy 42 IMT Harmony Sq Food Lion}

coffeehouse and cocktail lounge.
47 Court Square Downtown
540-432-1179
artfuldodgcr.org

